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In order to elucidate the rnolcct.llar environment of chlaro-

-

phyll e. in chloroplast lamellae and to determine the mcchanis!11

of encrgy transfer a'li.Ong these molcrules Il compTossion cha:rac

6

teristiC5: and fluorescence properties of simple ),!odel mer.Jbrane
systems - lipid monolaycr~ containing chlorophyll

!!. -

Conditions are discussed under Hilich

investigatcd-o

were

t\<,"O

non-

radiative transfer mechanisms t inc:.,"uctivc rosonance and migrntion of locnllzed cxei tons, could occur in the nock:l

Fluorescence polarization data for each system

~1:.rc

syst(~ms 0

analyzed

to determine \.. hich of those l;;'cw1.anisrt.<;, if either Il exists in
the n;odols"

A monolayer fluorometer h'as constructed to mnke

tho necessary

Tr;casuren~cntso

A method for purificntion of small amounts of tho lipids
Hf!S devclopcd o

The compression bell(lVior and stability of pure

films of these lipids Il and of mixed Ynonolaycrs of chloroj')hyll !!.
\·:ith each lipid, o.rc reportcd e

-

In sddition p chloroplast Upid-

chlorophYll a interactions Nore studied in c;,rrbon tetrachloride
,

solution.

Both monognlactolipid and sulfolipid broke up

chlorophyll

.2.. dimers in this solvent ~ by fenning one .. to-one

pign:.ent-lipid c01iiplcxcs o
111e dogree of polarization of fluorescence frOD fil!!'s
of chloroplast 1ilCiHbnme fragments was also observed.

Fxpcrimentul rcsul ts

sum~est

that chlorophyll !l. is

1maf':?Tcga.tcci and randomly oriented in monos;nlnctolipid, and

thnt cl1ergy transfer occurs

ar:ont~

resonance 1.n t h.15 enVIronment.
O

o

0

In
-

pigment molecules by induct.ive
SU1"1
YO 11'11.. ,

he L;ggrcgatcd. or partially oricntcdo

exciton rolf-ration

lTItiy

0

0-'

11orop,'lY
I 1~
C.l
1

may

In the latter caSe 9

occur at high pigment concentrations o

It is unli}~c2y thot the ngf:~rceatcd portion of the chlorophyll a
complement of the photosynthetic apparatus is nssociated Nith
IT:onogalactolipid 31 but it may be nssociated with st.llfolipid o

I)

TO

SP'("'1ctC,(,,~
(I (.,

o..f.C?:-ac.e.a.,

c.oUI1.:t.f.c?'M geneltCLttOn6

(lJf.t,tC/t fta.vf2. u,{.e.R.de.d
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INTRODUcrIOf'~

Emerson and Arnold first introduced the concept of a photosynthetic
unit to explain the maximum photosynthetic yields they observed in
flashing light
of this lmit

e~cp,::\rlmcnts

W<lS

(1932).

11'le original operational definition

the nwnber of chlorophyll molecules per rate-limiting

step in the reaction series resulting in carbon dioxide reduction or
oxygen evolution.

Their

hY'~othesis

was supported by Gaffron and Wahl' 5

calculations (1936), based on chloroplast size and chemical constitution.
Basic to this concept is a requirement for cooperative action of many
chlorophyll molecules

111

absorbing light energy and transferring it

efficiently to a site of chemical activity associated lvith the unit.
The unit;s existence has received confirmation from research designed to
determine its structural and functional aspects in photosynthesizing
organisms.

Despite extensive investigations, ,.,hich have yielded a \-vcal th

of information on the composition, strLlcture p Mel chemical reactions of
the photosynthetic apl)aratus J the specific microenvironment of chlorophyll !!. r.lolecules in chloroplasts remains poorly defined
of intermolecular energy transfer not 1.011 understood.;

3.tld

the mech3ni.sM
. . . . .'

~<'

!

Study of energy transfer in a suitahly chosen model system of controlled chemical composition should shed light on these phenomena.

In

the present work, we have investigated energy transfer among chlorophyll a
molecules in a lipid r;'latrix.

.'de h:wc obscr'vecl polarization of fluoTes-

ccnce from pigment-containing lipid monol&ycTs at a gas-liqui(l interf::tce
as a function of chlorophyll concontration in films of various lipids ~
These systems represent an extreme simplification of the in vivo environment of chlorophyll .:::. moleculeso

HOHevcr ~ properties of t11e photosynthetic

-2-.
.:

,~.

<.i.l!p ..lTat....z and of this tl!lO-dimensional model suggest that the Intter

reasonahle first ,<ipproxiraation to the
caution in applying our results))

then

a

Exercising considerable

fOIiiJer.

't'l"0 :i'lly

is

nit(38pt

to

enlargt~

upon

current !JI;del"stending of the molecular en vi ronment and interactions of

chlorophyll a in chloroplasts.

:\., ,0hlorophyll a in ;';onolayers - !listorical

'l'he amphiphilicnature of chlorophyll

~;.lckground.·

~s

the hydrophobic pii.jJ"tol C:-lnin

containing porphyrin ring (Figure 1.1), allmJs orientation of the molecule

fi rst

spret~d

as monolayers on a.'1 aqueous subphase in the 1930 v s.

: [ughcs p

reporting pressure-area behaviour arid surface potentials p determined that
first the phytol cJMin and then the porphyri,1. ring ure expelled from the
5urf[KC in.to the air plw.se upon compression.

is ex.tracted from th{j piW·71i..'mt molecules ;d!cn an

used.

1T.a~~noswm

l1e also noted tlwt
Gcidic~

pH

~6 ~

subph<1sC is

fk!"'lson (1937 p 1939) proposed thnt the porph1·rin ring of chlol"0p)'iYU

is phmar o aiter cOTllparison of calculated l'ins; nrcas with ti'!e area occupied

per molecule at zero cOTnprcssion of iJonolayers.

IJn5t:C'.cessful attcD1j.)ts to

to

phytol moiety is required for surface Gcti vi ty.

L;mg:m..ar :.md :lena.cfcr

(1937) measurod surface viscosity of chlorophyll monolayer:; as
{)f

fllnction

H

stll)r>base l)~i 8J1G. sllrfa. <=:e rrr0ss11rc •
.

- ---

----------

-,'

A.

::;I}~~~J:Lri~
..

t .. ': ...

-

~"J.,1.:;J

r}!i;fll

{~r! tho SU:Cf<lCC i:l a DtJnzene SC}11.1tic)D» 1/rT1~:.rntlir a11d.

red pigment fluorescence

,::}l~t..:i~'disappenTe(\

:15

the

5chne r~r

sprcadin~

ch.1.oroo11~3cT'\Tc(1

solvent eva"

J

-3-

I

,

CH '
3
•

o-c
iI
o
i
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I
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I
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Figure 1.1.

;l

'I

,j

,I
ij

,

#'

\wi

Chlorop:l/ll a n;.olccule, showing possihle
a gas-aqueous interface in
a monolay,~r wLcler compression.

oricnt~tio;l

at

NOTe recently J properties of pure al'1d diluted chlorophyll

have been investigated.

.£. films

An excellent revie'., of these studios has just

been published (Kc; 1966).

The earlier qualitative obscnratbnsh<lve

generally beon upheld by this more quantitative workoColmano (1961)0
Rosoff and Aron (1965), and .Bellamy ~ £!.al. (1963) have all stUdied the
chemical stability of chlorophyll 3!

monrll~)'drs.

They report phCloophyt:ini"

In addition~. Culmono remarked that l)ig:ment

zation en acidic subphases.

films were very sensitive to photo-induced bleaching.

Bellarny

2!. El..

'4ere able to iPJlibi t this process bykceping the .rnonolayers in an inert
atmosphere of nitrogen or argon.
Careful pressure-area measurements have
rings of chlorophyll

that the porphyrin

!!. lie approximately in the plane of the subphase

surface in a completely expanded film..
out of the surfaceo

sltOiffi

Upon cO!i1pression, the rings tilt

rv'Ionolayers tend to collapse above pressures

ponding to a vertical position of the porphyrin pla.l.e
.'

}.1ixec1 mono 1ayers of chlorophyll
been observed (Gaines

~

al.

p

~

corTE~S-

(I~ella.'TIY

a 1.,
. -et-

and surface active lipids have also

1964; Tweet

£!.~.,

1964a).

Lipids which

are miscible ivi th the pigment disperse the latter in an ideal two-dimensianal

solution~

as evidenced by preSStlrC-arca characteristics and

optical properties of the tl'v-o-component films.

Differences in absorption spectra. of chlorophyll solutions and monolz.yers may be indicative of molecular associations caused by nrranging
the molecules "iilacondensed t~wo=di~nsiohal array~Jacobs-;:!.-al. -(-19~C;.r+-;---

1957) were the first to investigate this possibility, by comparing, the
absorption spectra of chlorophyll and dlloTophyllide monola.yer::; removed
from the aqueous surface to a glass slide '. . . i th those of chlorophyll and
chlorophyllidc microcrystals.

They found that Hhile the Ted maximum in

...

-~-

the crystalline spectra shml/'ed large shifts, of the order of 70 nm~*
cOl'nparcd with the ma.ximum in solution, the monolayer red peaks were
shifted only about 15 nm, roughly the same O:S that observed in vivo
(Saucr and Park, 1964).

•

Trurnit and Colmano (1959),; l)sing imJn-oved

tedmiques 9 obsenTed the smne shift.

The correlation of the maxima

positions with those ill spectra of biological T.i1ateL"ials led Colmnno
(1962) to try to simulate the spectrum of Chlor.3l1a h'ith a monolayer

She found that a mixture of chlorophyll

of mixed pigments.

~:>

chIaro ..

phyll b, aTld s·carotene in the ratio 6:'3:1, when spread on a buffered
~.

aqueous subphase and picked up on a glass slide p had an absorption
spectroJm similar to that of Chlorella in both peak positions and peak
height ratios.

This result suggests that pigment interactions in ~

may be essentially two-dilnensional.·
Ke and Sperling (1966) have carried out tir:le dependent studies of
tho absorption of chlorophyll .!:.monolayers deposited on slides coated
with lipid films.

Changes in red absorption were

decreasing with time

0

noted~

The decrease in the far red

l'l<lS

optical density

larger than that

in the red, indicating that degradation of aggregates occurred preferentially.

Since the films were deposited at very high surface pressures,

multilayers may have been present.

-_..

Recently ~ Tweet. (1963) and 1'weet et aI., (1964a) devised
spectropho.
tometers for measuring monolayer absorption and fJuorcsccnce spectra
situ.

2:!:.

They observed sjJnilar shifts in absorption spectra as ha.d been

reported earlier D the red absorption nmximum being at 683 nm (Bellamy
~

a!.

p

19(13).

By diluting chlOl~ophyll f!:. films with miscihle lipids

forming two-dimensional solutions ~ the)' SI]ifted tile maxirrrum back to

675 run.

They could Hot accurately measure s;Jcctra of monolayers more

dilute than

30~\

chlorophyll !:. by area (Go.ines et .:11. p 1964)

0

They also

found much lower fluorescence yields for pure chlorophyll ! films or
those diluted "lith an immiscible lipid than for mono layers which were
b'o-dimensional solutions of pigment and lipid.

These workers proposed

that decreasing fluorescence 'yields observed as concentration of the
fluorescing moiety increased Vlere indicative of increased energy transfer among these molecules.

Effects of foreign quencher concentration

upon chlorophyll !:. monolayer fluorescence '-rere studied to test this
hypothesis.

A decrease in fluorescence yield as quencller concentration

increased supported their suggestion (1\wet
1965).

£!. ~. ~

T',;icet.~ a1. (1964b) 'vere unabic to detect

1964; Gaines et aI,

any

polarization of

the fluorescence of either pure or diluted chlorophyll !:. monblayers with
their experirncntal arrangement D which employed oBlique illtnnination of
the fi11ls.

Howevcr p with a different optical arrangement, we have suc-

cecdcd in observing this property.
From this brief reviehr /I we propose that chlorophyll !!,"containing
monolayers are reasonable subjects for our investigations.

Their spec-

troscopic properties do not differ grossly from those of biological
materi'll.

The environment of the pigment molea.lIes may be controlled

\'lith relative ease.

Two-di!lY..:'lnsional monolayer geometry is more simplY

described than a corresponding

thrce-dimen~ional

system.

Lastly, n.

property of this moclelsystem, ,\"hich He shall relate to energy tra.T1Sfer 11 namely fluorescence polarization, can be measured \1'ith a fair
degree of accuracy.
,

-

~{

nrn

= nanometer:::...10- 9 meters.

r"l.

•

...

w/_

B.

Phin 'of This

Investi~{ition

Expressions for the degree of fluorescence polarization applicable

I:

to the

two-dim~nsional

monolaycrs are derived in Ch.:lpter II.

Also in

this chapter we discuss the effect on the polarization of non-radiant
energy transfer among the .fluorescing moleol1cs for varying strengths
of pigment interactions.

In order to detect polarized fluorescence from a highly diluted
chlorophyll monolayer uIlder controlled conditions ,\"e modified a Langmuir

film balance.

A description of the monolayer fluoroI:1eter,

and experi-

mental methods as well as rosul ts of the fluorescence polarization

studies appear in Chapter IIL1'Je used chloroplast structural

lipids~

in addition to castor oil and oleyl alcohol p as fil:;n diluents in these
expcrim(mts.

Some properties of the mixed monolayers of biological

materials might be indicative of specific molecUlar interactions.

As

these latter would bear upon the interpretation of results and be of par-

ticu1.a:r importc;n.ce for understanding

!!!. vivo

molecular relationships 11

~'le

also studied chlorophyll a - chloroplast lipid interactions in orr.;anic
solvents (Chapter IV).
Brief investiga.tions of more biological models ai"'ld current lC!101V'ledge

of the photosynthetic apparatus are considered in Chapter V.

A discussion

of the inplications of the model behaviour for chlorophyll a interactions
,a.

\

,

'.

.

and l7licroenviromncnt in vivo concludes the thesis.

-8II.

THEORETICAL CC1'JSIDERATIONS

The rute of energy transfer among chlorophyll

~

molecules in a

monolayer "dll depend on the strength of the intermolecular interactions
in this two .. dimensional model system.

These interactions are electro ..

static, their strengtll varying '.'lith pigment-pigment separation and

orientation, and with the dielectric constrmt of the mec1iuf11.

1.110

meditlJ'11

may further affect electrostatic pigment interactions by comploxing
pigment

~lolecules.

VIi th

Thus;,ve can vary energy trai'15fer rates by changing

the pigment concentration and using different diluent lipids in the
mon61ayers.

We have obsenTed fluorescence polariz8.tion of the pigment-

containing films, a property which depends on energy transfer, and "'ish
to interpret these,data.
In this chapter

\ie

exa.mine the published theories of fluorescence

polarization and energ-y transfer ~ developing C),l'ressions appropriate to
our !7!od.el systems where feasible.

We

ml1.c:;t

determine the degree of

fluorescence polarization. as a function· of concentra.tion for the applicable energy transfer mcch.;misms.

The equations derived contain molceu-

lar pfl.rametcrs vlhich arc measured or calculated independently of the

fluorescence polarization studies.

Thus they permit a,comparison of

para!11eters predicted by theories with .values observed in the polnri-

zation experimentso

This comparison may indicate which mechanisms of

transfer arc operative in the model systems and help us, to suggest whieh

CQuld occur in chloroplastse

.

. )

-9A.

pegree of Fluorescence
1.

Polarization

1n

~olarization,

the absence of energy transfer or molecular

motion
Consider a system of lion-interacting molecules irradiated with
linearly polarized light.

'rne fluorescence observed is emitted by

primarily excited molecules.
If the molecules do not rotate during their excited state Ufe-

time; the polarization of fluorescence from individual molecules depends
solely on. the mutual orientation of their ,absorption and emission oscillators.

When the molecules are randomly distributed, the observed

polarization,

w~ich

is averaged over all molecular orientations s also

depends only on this orientation.
Molecular motion or interactions leading to transfer of excitation
,

,

,

energy to molecules oriented differently from the primarily excited ones
will result in depolarization.

We make. the initial approximation that

the model systems under investigation are rigid during the excited state
lifetime.

Then changes in polarizathm caused by varying the concen-

tration of fluorescing molecules may be attributed to variations in
intermolecular interactions and energy transfer with conccntration e
Fluorescence polarization in the absence of molecular interactions
or rotations is designated the limiting degree of polarization» Po' of
the system.

F. Perrin (1929) derived the c),..pression for Po applicable

to a r:Utdom three JimcnsiOlial array of molecules excited tii th linearly
polarized light.
3cos 2a.-l
7
_ ,
cos- U+:;

(ILl)

-10where

is the angle between absorption r.md emission oscillators.

Q

The

highest limiting degree of polarization is observed when these oscil,~hen

lators are parallel, the lowest
-1/3 < Po

~

1/2, as a ranges from

they are perpendicular ~

~/2

to

~••

:\.

o.

We wish to cletennine the value of Po when the molecularen.semble
is

t~vo-dimension.a1.

may be

i~1posed

Restrictions

011

the orientation of the molecules

by the nature of the interface and the extent of com-

pression of the monolayer.

The derivation of P- o~ which is now dependent

on the direction of observation of the emitted light, requires a detailed

geometrical description of the model.

The x-yp1ane is that of the monOlayer, Nhich is excited by linearly
polarized lip,ht from the z' direction \>/ith the electric vector parallel
to the y axis.

The limiting degree of polarization is then defined as

p'

:::

0

where I .
)'

~l.l~d

Ii

-T.

Iy

.+

;"'X
T

J.

(II.2)

x

Ix arc the average fluorescence intensities with electric

vectors in the

x and y

directions.

Consider the absorption, A, and

""
"d .
emission, F ~ OSCl.L.LatoTs
restrlcte
\..0 a'plane
ficicntly accurate, assumption for chlorophyll
plane forms al1 angle
Figure ][,1).

(3

~
01_
:1.

t,he mo 1ecu1e--a su f:-

TIle normal to this

with respect to thesurfa.ce nornal (z-axis, see

For chlorophyll

~

at an air-'.vater interface ~ 7./2

~

B

~ 11'.

1. T,lcse
OSCI"]1
. ators ...+"orm 2.Jlglcs
SA ane. 8f \Vl tn tne Z-axlS, respcctl vOJ..y.
~.,

1 ·

They arc soparated by-an-·anglc-a-in-tl'repl1r.'1c-of-the-moleculc.

•

"t

The - - - -

projections of the absorption and emission' oscillators in the x-y plane
fc7.'lTI angles ¢A and ¢Fli respectively, with respect to the x-a'ds.

fluorescence intensities emitted by this molecule are

The

-100.-

observe

T»IY
t!

j -

Ix

~.

z

,

,,

'.,

~-~-----y

<+>
A

source
-""

E

1\

=

Ey

M U B -14008

rigure II.1.

Orientation of ::olccular abSOri)tiol1, !\, uncl
einission p F, osci.ll;ltors of chlorophyll a
wit:l respect to a ,:'onolaycr surface (:-;:-yplane. A amI r: arc in the p1:111c 0 r tile porphyrin ring. See text for de:fin i t ions of
angles.
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Iy

= (sin
= (sin

6A

.•

Sl.n

' ) 2 (sin
fJA

eF cos

.,

¢F)'~

(II.3)

?

9A

. ¢)
sin ¢I\)" (sin en Sln
r. 2
J.

"

To calculate the macroscopic polarization, Equ2.tion II.2, these
intensities must be averaged over all possible n.olecular orientations.
We accomplish this by averaging over all azimuthal angles aJ1d all.

allow:ec1 polar angles, remembering ex is constant.

¢A and ¢F are re-'

lated by

Rearranging, we obtain
,

'

-I.
!UF
-,

'"

Y~A

- cos -1.' ,

cos

(l

cos SA cos

-

'.

sin Ofj sin en
-\

OF}

,cn.4)

.\.

,GF~

,Also, fJA may be defined i.T1 tenns of

cos

.
eflo. = cos ex cos of .:!: Sln
a

Ct

( . -2
Slil

and S, as foHows:
. 2

B -cos

ep) 1/2 •

By observing the spadal anisotropy 6f fluorescence intensity from

a monolayer' containing

chlorophyil ~, 'fi-met .:::!~. (1964b) calculated

that'

cos ep
\lJc t;ms

IV

sin 20 0 cos (8

= 0.34 sin 8·

(II .5)

..

obtain'

,

cos 0'1\ = sirL
According
and B.

- 7>/2)

(t

to

;3

(0.34 cos a + 0.94 sin a)

Equations'II.5 and

is fixed in the molecules.

II.6~ 0/\

.

(II.6)

8.:"1;1 OF depend only on ex

Bcllmny ~ alo (1963) and Tweet ~ 31.

(1964b) present evidence suggesting that

fOT

a chlorophyll

!.::.

monolayer

\

'Y

-12-under constant compression, the average value ofB is a consta.l1t

-

deterr:uned by the compression. . If we assume that B is indeed con- '
r.

stant, Equation II. 4 becomes ¢p = ¢j\ - y, where y is a constnnt angle.
Substituting this expression into Equation II. 3 and averaging over

all V>A fran 0 to 2r., yields upon substitution into Equation II.Z:

p
-0

=

-·1/2

(II.7)

When absorption and emission .oscillators are parallel, . ex ,.. 0, and
eA

= OF'

111cn the liral ting dogree of polarization reduces to

- 2 cag 20

.1
p

:t::

+

cos 4 e

1/2

. 4

0

Sln

e

= liz

•

l,%cn absorption and emi.ssion escillators are perpendicular,

. We

er~phasize

that Equation II. 7 ,"as obtained using the assurr.ption

that a constcmt averago angle Sdetennines the orientation of the mOld-

cular

p1al105 ..-Ii th

respect to the plaTte of. the ens0shle, which assumption

is applicable to our experimental modeL

In this case, if

the saDe as observed in a random three-dimensional system.
..,hen the absorption

ttnu

Ct

= 0, Po is

However~

emission oscillators are not parallel in the

tHo-dimensional model, the limiting degree oi polarization depends on
»,
I

the orientation of the mou.cculc "'-lith respect to the sllrface D as well as

upon a.

Tn

three~climcnsioJlal systems~

Po is a function of the angle

beti-'leen the oscillators only.

The error introduced into :CquCition II.7 for Po by assuming
stant

13 is con-

may be detennincd by differentiating Equl1tions II.S and I1.6 with

respect to f3.

We obtain

-13-

d (cos 6A)

cot S de .

cos as

cos 6A

('\.

For exalnple p a fluctuation of 30 in B

fOT

in the cos· eA and cos OF of about 4%.

F=

155 0 causes an. uncertainty

This situation may not be' un."

reasonable for highly compressed monolayers containing chlorophyll a.

2.

Effect of molecular rotation

Perrin has determined the dcpendenc0.of degree of, polarization upon

Assuming that fluorescence intensity decrc?.ses

molecular rotationo
according

to

I = 10 • £nCtim.e) when the ensemble of nlolecules has been

excited insta.'1taneouSly ,and also that the cmissionoscillators u,'1clcrgo
average isotropic rotations described by ,~ost~~

t::

uCt), he shows that

the polarization is smaller than the limiting value ~ Po" according to

(II.8)

As the viscosity of the'mediu.iTI. is decreased, uCt)\vlll also decrease,

a ·loVler

rcsul ting i;i

polarization.

In

3

monolayer; molccuhlr rotations.

in the plane of the surface ,,,ill be r2.!1dom provided that there is 'no
interaction. with surroun.ding molecules.

If we assume~ in analogy to 'the

three-dimensional casc f that the movement of the molecules in the surface is inversely related to the surface viscosity: the fluorescence
polarization of

'~he

monolayers ".rill also decrease as the viscosity of

,
.LOHeTCG.
~

3.

Effect of energy transfer

At infinite

dilution~

monodispcrse solute Elolccules

and cnorgy tr<J.nsfer is not possible.

(~O

not interact

Thus the experimentally observed

,-1·1-

POLi7"ization of fluorescence should, In the absence of molecular motion,
~
rc:J.c:, tne 1···
lrnltll1g va.we,
•

1

1~

ot

'.
p1\~ d"lcte d·DY ~
l~quatlons

7
II. 1 01." II.••

As

the concentration of the fluorescing species is increased, energy tra.'1s'"

rer :l:T:ong differently oriented molecules before emission ivill decrease,
the polarization.
this transfer.

Interactions among the fluorescing molecules cause

Specific

mech<1;'1i~ms

of interaction which may be appli-

cahle to the mOrlel systems under stud), or to chlorophyll a In the
chloroplast will be considered in detail in the next section.
Dnpirically, the degree of polarization of fluorescent three·

dimentional solutions depends on concentration of the fluorescing
moiety ncconling to the law first enuncia.ted by Feofilov nnd Sveshnikov
(1941) ,
1
p

==

'vhere c is the concentration

+

or

Act· 9
the fluorescent molocule a..'1d

experimental lifetime of the excited st:::.te.

A is

Q

T

is the

constant of the

system.
This conccr:tration llependencc has been derived theoretically only

in special cases

6

Vavilov (1943) has ohtained it for

10VI/

solute concen-

::r:.ltions from a phenomenological consideration of transfer probability
I

which disregards back tnmsfcrs. 'By employing tin expression for aVerage
transfer rate \thich is applicable to a uniform molecular distribution
in :vhich back tr31'1sfers <10 not occur ,\\Teber (19:;4)· also arrived at the
ohserved concentra.tion dependence.

Althour;h his .final equations are

:not useful to us 0 He review his formulation of the problem in order to
introduce the General case and point out the (lifficulties which its

solution entailso

'\..•

-15If a quantum of excitation visits n - 1 dlfferent molecules before
it is emitted by the nth

l!lolecule~

the degree of polarization of this

emi tted radiation vlill be

1

1

Pn

3

--'-

where

==

en is the angle between the initially excited oscillator and the

emitting one, and Equation II~8 has been u:.ed.
during their excited state lifetime, liP 0

-

If the molecules move

1/3 in this equation is

equal to 1/1' - 1/3 obtained from Equation II .. 8~

llenceforth the mole-

cules are ?..5sumed not to move, in if/hich case Po is the limiting polarization of Equation IL.l or II. 70
pair of emission oscillators in

Letting
tl'lO

a he

the angle between ?JlY

molecules in a randomly distributed

arrayp Solcillet (1929) shows, u.c;ing Stokes t parameters, that

•

2

Weber, with the a:id of his addition lavl (1952), obtains the observed

macroscopic polarization
).

1
--p

3

=ct

1

' In
I

I/Pn

1/3

)"1

.. n=o

where In is the fraction of the total intensity I emitted by the nth

molecule to be excited as thecnergy is trpJ1sfcrred in the array.
Soleillet'.s

relation~

With

this becomes

(II.9) .

I.'

!
I

i:

-16In order to obtain liP in closed f6nTI, Ive desire an expression
for the. fractional intensity emitted by the nth different excited
molecule in the transfer sequence of the form aolP, \vith a and b independent of n.

If Pn (t) is the average probability that the nth excited

molecule is excited at time t. then

where

l'

is the experimental lifetime of the .excited state.

PnCt) depends

ina complicated manner on the rate ofencrgj transfer to fmd from n.

We may i1rite
. Pn(t)

1.

=

..
..........
't

.

- ... .
~

·2'

!.-J

\-.There the p' s are partition func,tions.

The form of the trans fer rates

Wij will depend .on the strength of molecular interactions.
flmctions of the concentration.

The rateS"are

The necessity .of describing back trans-

fers of energ'j Hi th the proper \veights among randomly distributed identical molecules, and of distinguishing

trans[ersteps~

makes the third

term in this equation un'wieldy.
We do not pursue a rnathema.tical solution of the f,eneral transfer

case.

Rather ~

~'le

tum to a consideration .of possible tTansfer mechanisms;

and special cases in which the d9pendencc of polariz<1tionon conccntration may be obtained eX'plicitly.

Ne shrtll use these cases in 1're-

senting an approximate evaluation of the data in Chapter ru.

-17B.

Energy TraIlsfer Mechanisms
We consider only those mechanisms of energy transfer

~1hich

could

reasonably occur alnong chlorophyll !!. molecules in chloroplast membranes
or in liiJid monolayer models.

The cqnditions necessary for the occur.;

rence of these mechanisms are considered briefly..

1\'0

present the

dependence of fluorescence polarization on the concentration of the
fluorescing moiety in two special cases, in terrns of a parameter \\Thich
may he calculated from independently obtained. spectral data.

This may

make possible a confirmation of the existence of a particular transfer
mechanism in the model system.
Experimental evidence rules out some transfer processes which have
been suggested as operative in

biolo~~ical

systems.

The trivial mecha-

nism of emission and reabsorption may be dlsregarded,

as

Feofilov. (1961)

has 5ho''';11 that the depolarizing effect of this process crumot account
for the observed extent of depolarization.

The small effect of reab-

sorption is differentiated from the total depolarization observed by
its dependence on the volume of the sample and its having no effect on
the excited state lifetime of the fluorescent molecules.
Inyer under compression, as well as in chloroplast

In a mono-

membranes~

the

pcsslblllty of molecular migration and energy trMsfer by collisions
of excited and unexcited pigment molecules is unlikely.

Various '..;or-

kers have proposed semi- or photoconductive energy transfer mechanisms
~~!1

&'' 1d photocUl'rents have been measured in biological materials.

Hm';8ver pthe efficiencies observed are not sufficient to account for
the high photosynthetic yields reported (Clnyton p 1966)0
ife assume theu p that energy is transferred among fluorescent molecules by a non-radiative mechanism tklt docs not involve transport of

I
!

-18-

r.:ass

does not require pis;ment contact. T\'/o such mech:nlisms Din ..

3.i10

ductive
resonance and exciton migration, have been treated extensively
I
in'the literature.

Franck a'1d Livingston (1949) Clnd Katz (1949) hoth

suggested a Tole for those processes in photosynthesis mCl!lY years ago.
Lacking sufficient and accurate e::<.})erimental infol1nation, they Here .
unable to discllss the problem in depth.
these mechanisms occurs ill chloroplast

The question of \'lhich onc of
lamellac~

if

eithcr~

has not

Ive ,dll address this prohlem after discussing ex-

yet been resolved.

perimental results in light of the theoretical considerations presented
here.
Electrostatic interactions among molecules are responsible for hoth
these transfer medlanisrns.

In the point dipole approximation, the pair-

wise interaction energy is

~_

u: .

mec1ium

2
(lI.n)

n 2 r' 3 ,
1 J

1)

Illl Z is

lllij I

the square of the dipole moment, n the refractive index of the
~d

rij the center to couter distance hetween molecules i and j.

\',Then the average interaction energy in the ensemble is computed, the
orienta.tion factor,
k '" cos ¢"
lJ
v'

I,

where

~)i

and

\)! ':

~

.

3 cos t/ll' cos

(II .12)

1jJ.

J

are the angles bet'i1eEm the i th and j th dipoles D rcspcc-

}

tively ~ and the line joining them, a."1d lj,rij is the angle bctlrJecn the
dipoles p must be averaged over all possible positions of the molecules.

In a three-dimensional rrmdom array,
GOS

"'l'J' .. sin 1/1. sin 1jJ. cos
y

1

J

¢1J
.. + cos

cos 11;,
l 'J

1);.

-19-

where p$ij is the angle betHeen projections of theith and jth dipoles

onto a plane perpendicular to the line joining their centers.

Thus

in this model,
k (3D) == sin TlI· sin
1

cos ¢ .. - 2 cos

1jI.

J

1J'

tjJ.

].

cos

lj.1.~

(II .13)

J

The angles Ip.,
tV.J anJ ~..
arc independent, and the nverarr,;c value of k
1
1J
(?

L.

may be calculated directly.
lqe mllst also determine the average value of k for the monolayer

In this case p the line joining dipoles i and j in blO c1i fEe-

models 0

rent, molecules is parallel to the plane of the monolayer •. Then'
, '

'

cos TlI ••

1)

::

sin

s.1 sin· 6. (cos ~\ cos ¢.
' J
.J

+

':-:'...

sin

¢.1

sin p.)

+

J

cos

o.....
1

cos G.

J

Substitution into Equation IL,12 yields
(II .14)
1,....

(2D)

= sin o·1 sin e.J (cos

¢i cos ¢j

..

2 sin ~\ sin ¢.) + cos 8. cos
,1.
,J

AU the angles may be varied independently of each other.

t/J. and ¢. may
1,

J

vary from 0 to 21i p ,but if we again assume thrrt the normal to the mole-

cuL'lr plane in Hhich the oscillators 'are located foms a constant angle
with respect to the surface normal,
,

e.1
and e .'lvil1 be constant. Thus
, J

the average angular factor in the t1tlQ·(limensiona.l models is obtained hy

averaging Equation -H.14 over ¢. and¢., only.- :,vc-will need to use thesc__
~

]

forrns of k in a modification of Equation II.11 Hhcn

'riC

calculate energy

transfor rates appropriate to inductive resonance or exciton migration.

o.

J

-20-

1.

Inductive rcsonfuice
(1948~

Forster

1949, 1951) has developed an extensive formalism

for energy transfer by inductive resonance, to descrihe, -the phenomena
of sensitized fluorescence and fluoresccnce·depolarization in dilute
viscous

solution~.

The transition oscillator of atl excited molecule i induces a di.':'

pole: field in a second molecule j a cistnnce

r ij from it. Doth

cla~;sl

cal und qaJnturn-mcchanical treatments, the latter assuming a continuum
of

excit<~d states~

of this dipole-induced c1ipo.1c problem lead to the

same results (Forster p 1951; 1960).

TIle pairwise transfer probability D

expressed as a frequency, is given by
.

4n

2

I

1

lu-·,2

., 1'.
_ _ _.L-,"-

, S41: f
gv ·'-,vv

(11.15)

where h is Flat'1ck I::; constant, u the point dipole interaction energy given
by· Equation

II ,.11 ~

fl.;::'

the balld Vlidth of a dngle vibronlc energy l.eve 1.,

and Svv' the Fra'1ck-Concion overlap intogra.l for the vihronic transition.

The' g factors are nO!T:'.alizingfactors for the populations of the v and
v 9 vibrational levels.
I'Qrsterclefines a critical dist3.!1ce J?o as that molecular separation

at '\..;hich trui'1.sfer and emission are equall1 probable according to
411"
W·'·

iJ

t 1S

""

2 k2

Ifil4

l
'6
htl.e: t n+ (.
I ij)

I

1

i:

~

eyt

1.
S·t.

'

!

'IV·

=

lC j

_

......0.._

,..

r.1J

(IL16)

w'

the experimontal lifetime of the excited state) -<lnd Equation II. 11

has been used.

This transfer rates

SUFlTi,cd

over all possible pairs of

Fiolccules ~ appears wi thin the SUE!i!lations on the rip;hthnnd side of

-21Equation II.I0~ for the probability PnCt) that the nth. vi5ited molecule
is excited at tiIne t.
When Ro is derived from classical electromagnetic theory p Forster
finds

,.,6
1'.0

=

9 k 2 In 10 c 4

CII.17)

12811'6 n 4 Nt

"q.

-

.

,.,rhere c is the velocity of light, N tile number of molecules in a millimole~

1'0

t~le

natural fluorescence lifetime of the molecules, e(v) the

extinction coefficient of the molecule at frequency v 'and f(v) the
quantum spectrum of fluorescence.

The intcgr.::il may be. obtained from

t~lC overlap of absorption, and fluorescence spectra.

Us ing Equation I I. 17 •

'fi,veet ~ HI. ,(1964b) have calculated Ro ,from their spectral data on mono.,r.

..
'! l '
layers contalTIlng
en.. 1orop.1Y.·.,.

"
n, they findRo '" 54 + 8 A.

!~'

. .
1· f'
.
. k, cm..d
arrm,-'pn::l.te
mO(J.l.1catlOns
ill

l'!~
'1'
;u.C.1

We will wish to compare this value i·dth one

calculated .from polarization data.
Since the gerieral solution of Equation II. 9 is not available, He
must make simplifying restrictions.

\'yC will consider D'IO cascs o :Jne

step depolarization and a: unifonnarray Hithoutback transfer.

a.

One step.depolarization

The first, due to Forster (1951), will yield ati upper limit for

Ro~

-,

If one transfer of excitation energy

8nlOng

molecules in a nmdom array

is !3'ufficient to depolarizc fluorescence con1pletely, the rclative 6cgree
of polarizati/)n-is a-direct-measure. of the fraction of initially exd tc.d_.

molecules "which fluoresce:
p
p

==

o

--.';

-22Here, lfJA is the fluorescence yield of the initially excited molecules!!
CLi.d ~C the total yield at concentration C.
This assumption obv·iollSly
represents the fastest possible decrease in polarization with increasing
energy transfer.

rppjrvc as

Furthennore, Forster expresses the relative yield,

a function of thG critical concentration Co' chosen such that
.p

=

1

(II .18)

This critical concentration may be read directly from graphs of liP vs
~,

C; and the' critical distance,
for this calculation, as Jid

calculated from it.

Forster~

We will assume

that the average pigment distri-

\

but ion is tmifonn.

We obtaiIt a maxilm.1m value for the critical scpara-

tion with this method.
b.

Uniform array \'lithout back transfer

In the second

case~

suggested by.Weber (1954). the fluorescence

polarization is assumed to be inversely proportional to an average
transfer rate. . Implicit in

Weber~ s

use of this assumption is the

omission of back transfers from consideration and the further assumption of a spatially uniform molecular array.

These assumptions nrc

embodied in the substitution of

into Equation II. 9.

This model overlooks the fact that energy transfer

will occur rapidly between

tlVO

very closely spaced molecules ~ yet as

the number of these transfers increases, polarization of fluorescence
emi tted by the molecules is not correspondingly decreased.

As a result,

the average depolarizing effect of the sum of the energy transfers is

-2311&

overestimated, and the critical distance underestimated.
in Tnind~iIle
proceed to derive the
With this discussion firmly
.
.

dependence of polarization

On

concentration in this second case •

. Application of our final ex-pression \>li11 yield a 10,,,er limit for the
critical

dista~ceo

Equation II.9, after rearrangement, now becomes

1 -1
............
3
P

--.... -Po
1
3

1

<:

1 + 3

-

i: w·1J.

')

sin"e

?

1 -L
j

'"

(II .19)

i

W· •

1J

•

~ wi'i . is obtained by averaging, over all angular orientations, the sum
J
.
of· the pairhlise trarlsfer rates for all rij. Because ForsterV~ critical

dlsta11ce Ro includes the angular factor kv

,ITO

define a new critical

distance p R;" as folloHs:

w· •
1J

",

1

-

, ...?
K

r· .
( ~)

6 •

1J

Corflparlson with Equation II. 16 shows that

(I1.20)

::

Then the average transfer Tilte is, 1",here 2a is the molecular diameter,

In a three-dimensional uniform arr<lY, p(r)dr = 47Ty2Cdr, C is the concentration per unit

volume~

tution 2::.nd integration

i'/e

and Ie is giveI1 hy Equation II.l3.
obtain

By substi-

-24~

(R~) 6

.{3D) ,::: . 3nC
'.~"

,

~

""":

",

2

(Za)"'

1"

Now, at low concentrations, l.n the absence of fluorescence quenching,

1 -

I

-1

c:

Wij

T •

j

If we make these substitutions in Equation II.18 p

ClJld

c0r.1pute

we obtain
1
1
--""
p
3

1) [1

( 1 -Po

q'", .c
¥2.

32

3

(R;)6 ]

(2a) 3

,.

PlottLlg 1!P vs C~ we may calculate r~ from

'
t

Ro (3D)

Use

. 32

[

,451f

'

l

gape (2a) 3
1
1
D _ .....

J

1
6

(II ~ 21)

3

AO

.
'I I.' 19. ,t'nen Y1e
'1"as t J1e crl.tlca.
,
1 d'Istance R0
Equatlon

0:f

'oJ'h'lC h

app l'lCS

to this special case.

A similar treatment of the two ... dimensioTl.1.1 case with

c' as

p (r) dr

the concentration per unit area, and r:ql.Iation II .14 gives

31TC

V

U{~) 6

(

• n \COS

2'
0i cos 0j ' , '

2'

4 (2a) 4
.... 5'
-

4

'~in2o

.;:J

We htlVC used the sii'nplifying notation
13

=

1

1

-

2

. 2

51.11

,2
e. SIn
8,
1

J

, 2

Sin

e,.

1J

,In'2e J' )

co'
••

1

~

"" 27TrC dr,

l

. ' .. !

,

-25-

Ro,

the critical separation in two dimensions, is again ohtained from

a plot

1/ P vs C'

0f

,

0.

4 (Za)

Ro (2D)

:::

4,
slope

1

,------------~----------~-------

]21
(II.22)

~ (1
2 8 cos 2
5 S1n
. 2 0. SIn
. 20. )
:'Po - 3l~tB· (cos
8 . .,~ -4
i
J
.1
J
,.

.)11'

Energy tra.Tlsfer by inductive resonance occurs between emission oscillators in different molecules.
')tie

Thus in the monolayer models \.,rhcrc

= eF

have assumed 6r, is a constant defined by Equation II. 5 De. ::: e·
.

,~

.

l.

J

?

is to be substituted into Equation II.21 for Bo (2D) ..

From polarization data.we will calculate the upper and lower limits
of the critical molecular separation according to Equations II.lS and
!I.21 or II.Z2.

If these empirical values co:npare favonibly with those

computed, from spectral data D

'I<1C

may conclude that fluorescence depolari-

zation observed in the model systems is consistent iV'ith energy transfer
by inciuctiv0'resonancefu'1long the chlorophyll a molecules in the th'O-

dimensional arrays.

2.

Exciton migration

EncrgytrGl1sfer due to exciton migration has been discussed in
monographs on molecular excitons (Davydov, 1962;

KIiox~

1963) as ,...,e11

as in various review articles U··!cClure,.1960) i:uld symposia (Kasha, 1963)
In general,. two types of excitons have been considered: ,1).

free, and 2) weak: or localized (Kasha s 1963b).

stron~

0

or

These two cases have
----

been considered to be completely separate from inductive resonance

energy t.ransfer.
Recently forster has used a unified approach to the problem of

deteTIllining which of the three transfer mechanisms, strong or \veak ex-

..

,

•

-26citons or resonance transfer, occurs in a given system.

We shall

reViCi'l briefly the cd teria he cieri ve5, which are based on a comparison of the electrosta.tic intermoleUllar interilction strengths with
molecular spectral properties.

We shall sec that under certain con-

ditions we may disregard one or t\.,ro of the three alternatives.

We usc

availahle data for chlorophyll! and Forster's expressions to determine

when exciton mieration may occur in our model systems.

I-laving decided

when we are justified in cX'f'Gcting exciton migration to occur p we
discuss e).--pcrimentally observable properties pertinent to this type of
energy transfer in our systerro,;

a.

Criteria for coupling

strengt~s

An exciton exists in a molecular ensemble when the molecular interactions are sufficiently strong that excitation energy

ul1derf~oes

cillatory transfers among the molecules (Forster D 1960).

os-

Excitons have

been classified as free or localized; corresponding to strong or \venk
moleol1ar coupling (Kasha, 1963b).

This classification reflects the

length of timG the excitation remains at anyone molecular site, with

respect to the relaxational time constants of the system.

Wh0n the

time the excitation stays on one molecule exceeds the vibrational relaxational period of the molecule, the localized exciton picture may
he appropriate (Davydov ~ 19(2).
,-.

strong and

~vea.k

Alternatively 9 the distinction beb'leen

excitons can be made by a c(Ynparison

of

the moleOllar

interaction energy \Vi th the spectral. Mnd widths of electronic

tl~:1nsi

tions of

molecuh~s

in the ens0Jnble (Siml'son and Peterson, 1957; Kasha,

1963b).

In this scherr:.<c p if the interaction cnerror is less than the

electronic band Hidtll} the exciton is considered "/eak, or loc<'tlized.

-27;'

'The 't'J'eak exciton case is to be distinguished from .that of very
weak coupling, defined analogously by Forstor (1965) as occurring
when the interaction energy is much less than an individual vibronic
band. width.

In the very weak.coupling situation, which is equivalent

to inductive resonance, energy transfer is no

lon~er

oscillatory.

The

exci tation remains' on a particular molecule lon,Q;er than the tine reo.
q1.lired for intramolecular vibrational energy to exchan.ge Hith the

lattice.

Such an exchange p or "collision"

of

the molecule ,'<"ith its

surroundings, destroys phase relationships bethreen molecules in the
system.

In this case $ enel'g'1 tra..'1sfer is diffusive rather than

os~

cillatory.
Forster (1965) derives numerical relationships for the limits
between the cases of strong, ",eak, and very \;feak coupling.
wi th the assumption that at time t

= 0,

Starting

a particl-dar molecule in the

ensemble is excited r he calculates the probability that another molecule is excited at a later time, t, from the square of the coefficient

of the appropriate term in the time-dependent . . .mve function.

In order

to integrate equations for this probability over broad electronic
energy bonds, the time the excitation is at the particular molecule

mllst be very short.

For this

case~

which is equivalent to strong

coupling, Forster requires
i

Zlu>!

»

liE

(II. 23)
,.,

the electronic bailtl width.

}'l.b.en

'
l,
I

the coupling is 1."reakeT p so that only

vibronic energy leVels interact p the energy may stay at one molecule
for a longer time period.

vibronic band of width

1::.'2.

TIle integration is now performed over a

i,

so that the restriction on interaction

I.

-28energy becomes
(II .24)

Uvv' is the vibronic intenlction m:1trix element between
levels of an electronic state o

t\VO

vibrational

This inequality defines the range of

interaction energies for which the weak exciton scheme is appropriate.
If the coupling is very small,

within

R

that resoml!1ce can occur only

$0

small rcr.;ion of a vibronic band, excitation energy is locnlizcd

for a time long compared with those in the two cases just discusseu.
The expression for the probability that a molecule is excited at time t

is then evaluated in the limit of large to

This process imposes the

inequality
(II.2S)

on the system.

Forster has further determined that u

w' ~ M:.' /4

is the

approximate· limit between \<leak exciton coupling and very weak coupling
leaving toinuuctive resonance.

!:.

b.Application to chlorophyll

We \vish no1.\' to evaluate these cd teria for chlorophyll

monolaycrs.

~.

in lipid

1ge use Equation 11011 for the interaction ener!0', settinr,

rij equal to the average nearest neighbor distance.

'T110

dipole moment

is obtained from
f
4.7 x 10+ 29 .1,1

where :f is the oscillator strcn,Gth, and

v the

of the absorption band of the molecules

(>rcP.~e

chlorophyll a in a nonpolar solvcnto f
I

= 0.23

center of gravity in cm- 1
and Kasha p 19(4).
and

For

J/'V = 6.7 x 10- 5

CT!1

-29(Sauer ~ ~., 1966).
compared Vliti1 the

Due to the extreme thinness of the monolayers

~'laVeleIlgth

of the exciting light» the refractive

index of the ncdiu.':1 is taken as the average of that of the subph::J.se
:Ve thus obtain n '!' 1.17.

and the nitrogen atmoSp!lerC above the film.

Substituting these values into Equation II.ll,
u

\':0

obtain

::

1-;110re .r is the center-to-,center,nearest neighbor distal1ce in Angst'roms.
The orientation factor, k t may range frOID

0.1 ,for a random molecular

dist,ribution to 1 0 for par(lllel oscillators.

Table ILl lists values

9

of,the interaction energy as a ftmction, or r for these
Since absorption, spectra of chlorophyll

~

t\TO

values of k.

monomers in dilute lipid

monolayers are not available (Gaines et 0.1. have nublished spectra of

--

concentrated films, only)

'10

.

approximate the hand widths fiE and M, t'

from a three-dimensional solution spectnlm of the pigment in, a polar
solvent.
°
d J.st1.nct
o

The total electronic absorption band ~ \{hich is composed of
°b
'
1 1JaHGS
." ~ 1.la~
Vi,
ratlona

a

• ,l 1 occ:
111vtll

.."
1Y
alJpn;:Xlmate

The 0 - 0 vibrational band is about 600 cm- 1 ~'vi:deo

chlorophyll a' arc riot

a~~ailable'g

A

~

uL

IV
-

"'000
"i,
cm -1 •

Gas"phase:spectra'of

and': lo\~ ..,tempcrafuresolutibn~··spectra do

.""

not· s11mV' further resolution 'of' ·this: Vibrational band. ,Thus ~ Forster's
vibronic billld llTidth,' which is the width of a Component. of the vibra-

tional

cannot be obtained from experimental data. Forster (lD6S)
suggests that 30 cm- 1 is a reasonable estima.te for this quantity at
bancl~

- -roorn-tempera turcT""but-cClutions-th3t-thc-cxistcnce-of-weal< exci tons is--,
.
bI e ''''len
1
..... "
1 h'L,anG<1 f'
1
.:l
quest1.0n<'h.
V1Dr:.l1..10na
:lnc stnlcture cannot .be oc)scrveu.
tVe now compare these spcctr1il band widths

1-",i th

the interaction

,
I"If:tect."ill T,a.)
1 1eIo
I 1, to G.cclCle
"
" 'tin.en excltons
'
.
energlcs
conId occur In

tho pigment systems.

Even Nhan chlorophyll

[l

r'101ecules are adjacent,

..
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Table II.I

Interaction-energy of chlorophyll
a molecules as a function of nearest
.,
"j-."J; •

neighbor distance and· molecular orientation

k ;:; 0.1

k :::: 1.0

88 cm- 1

aso cm

1l.S em-1

115 em

'. -1

-1

14 cm-1

1.4 cm- 1
.75 cIn- 1

7.5 cm -1

o

r '"" 5 A, 3.J"1d parallel, k·::: ID the. interaction energy is not
for formation of strong excitons.

hi~h

Weak excitons may exist, tID.c1er concH-

tions of favorable orientation~ 1.vllen the pigment molecules are 20
less apart.

enough

Xor

HO'dcver ~ when the molecules are rando1l1y oriented, exci tons

probably would not be present vnless the average nearest neighhor sera.ration

110re

les.s tha.n approximately '10

X.

V.n1cn chlorophyll! molecules

arc {1ITther apart, we expect energy transfers '",ould occar hy the mechanism of inductive resonance.
The ave Ta.ge nearest neighbor separation of chJoropl1yll

~

molecules

in tl"le rno.nolaycrs is calculated frot!] t.he concentTntioIl of 1)igmeI1t in

the lipid and the area per molecule at any given pressuTc.
quantities arc known frDln cX1Jcrimcntal conditions.

Thasa tim

The relative orien-

tations of the T;1.o1ecules in the films ,Ire, hOHcver, unkl1ovm.

ny consi-

doring the effect of exciton transfer on the polarization of fluorcsccncc p
hfG

hope to elucidate the extent of pig;nent orientation.

c.

Properties of

chlorophyll·!:~containing

mC'nolaycrs

in whiG1- exci tons OCOJr

In vic"l of the above discussion, we shall be concerned in this

-

. '.
.

section "lith localized or weak excitons only.

Free Gxci tons apparently

cannot exis t in the mixed mOllolayers, because the interaction energy
is not sufficiently 1m-go.

Forster has shm.,n (1960) that. the average pninvisc transfer rate
for loc:J.lizcd exciton migration is
4
qij

:::

lu.1J·1
h

~.

.t.

g~.

2

r;,v SVy'

(II .26)

L-J,

vv

\ihcre the interaction energy uijis given by 13quation lIeU, and the

othe.r symho Is have the same s i ..'i:,rnificance as in Equat ion I LIS.

Com-

parison of the above relation y,tith Equation 11.15, which is the indue-

tive resonance transfer rate; shows that the localized exciton rate may
be· cOnsidered due to a first ordor perturbation by the. interaction
energy, whereas resonance tra.t1sfer is a,·secmd orGer perturbation
phenomenon.

'Because the interaction· energy' between

bIO

m01ecules is

invorsclyproportional to the Cllbcof their separation and the summationover Franck-Condon ,overlap integral is
.

.

'if:.

1 ~ eXel ton miGration t.fill

.

occur mucl1t1orc rapidly than i'Jill resoni1.nc~trrmsfcr between

11

given

pair of moleculeso
NOIv, in a system in which exciton migration is efficient p . a pair-

,'lise energy transfer rate has little pj;lysical

signifieance~

l!ol-iever 9

we may use Equation 11.26 to gain insight. into the extent of migration
of localized excitons in a molecular onsem1)10.
mont. of the inductive resonance case,

h'-3

A;; in Porster 1 s treat-

set

I·

I
I

q ..

-+

=:

2

lui.

4 k

L,

n2h r3 ij

1)

* c , S2
gv °v
w

f

t::

1
T

(~y

V'"
, \I

\vhere
-+

'4 k hd 2
'"
. 2 11
. 11

R3

e

L

(l

* gv v

'-'V

v~v

S?
"w

(II. 27)

9

t

from spectral data we may calculate the :'cri tical dist[lnce, \I He P , for

exciton transfer defined by this. rclation.' We usc the expression
(Forster, 1960)
,.,

1>0

• 0,

---<ll

;:

:=

T

A.)

3 h

T'

(I

64 rr d-n••
' , .... , ","
1 ,:;.
.

,

,

where Aois the contor of gravity of the ahsorption and
Mel ¢/<~ 0 the relative fluorescence yield..

mations.

Employing llveet

2l2l.o qs

~]11ission bands~

We f.1akc the follm\ting approxi-

(196fl.) assumption that the relative

fluorescence yield is not aPincciably different in films froD that in
We ar;<linaDproximate
the refrac>
.
~

tivo index p n ~ 1.17" From the published abso'1l.'1tion and fluorescence
.
spectra of diluted chlorophyll ~ monolaycrs (Bell aJil)' ~ alo 9 1963;
\

Gaines _
et _
al. 1964) ive obtain A0
I'"

the sum over the
states~'

FraJ1Ck~Condon

==

675 . . . 5 nm.

Lastly. we must evaluate
Of

overlap integrals of the vibrational

weighted by the population factors of those states.

As Forster

r",

points out (1960), this SUHl is equivalent to the probability of eldssion
by a transition to the populated vibY<ltioD:J.l level of

the ground state

of an unexcited molecule, and is of the order of 0.1 for dye molecules.

,'Ie a.pproXilT}ate this probability from overlap of monolayer nhsorrtioi1

"
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and emission spectra in the region of the 0- 0 red band D a.ssuming that
only the 1m/est v.i.brationalleve1s are occupied.

ct aL 's spectra (1964),

\'fE)

find

t

ties into Equation II. 27yieids Pe

Again using Gaines

= 0.16. ' Substituting these qUtmti_,..

-

"I:

)00 K

0

A.

Possible overestimation

of 0/9 0 and the sum could cause an overestimation of Re by as much as a

factor of 2ft so It" ::: (400 + 120)k
~

y

-

A.

If the exciton state exists in a

random array of adjacent molecules, k ,= 0.1, and Rc ... 40 .::. 12 XII ,."hich

is the same order of magnitude as the critical distance, Ho, for resonance tro.nsfer.

Bm~ever',

for exciton migration to occur in a dispersed
o

array 0:t chlorophyll, k l11USt approach, unity. ,Then ne '= 400 .:.120 A '

Rather'than interpret the'distance Reas the molecular separation
below h'hich energy transfer is mere probable than emission, ":c:

sn~'Zgcst

that it be considered the average radius of tho area over which
citon could migrate

in tlie

ensef(L~le.

ml

ex-

llfhen Re is large, this area must

contain many pigment molecules in a fairlY'Hell or.ientecl array in order
for an exciton state to exist in the system.

Thuspalthough the exci-

tation \·.:111 reach a molecule a few hundredAngstromsmmy from the

initially' excited one with a probability

25

great as the emission

probability, it, may visit many molecules lnbcti.;een these
process~

th'O

in' the

,

If Re is to be considered a transfer distance, it might appro·
priately be equated \l1iththe average path length of migration before
emission.

In ei thor of these two cases, we see that excitation moves e ' '

fonned than if the, energy is transferred by inductive resonance.

"'lhen localized excitons exist in a scpaT:1tcd array of chloTophyl1 a
molecules, the fuctthat nlcUlymolecules arc rnoH8nt[1xily excited beforc',

emission will not Clutomatically imply that fluorescence is depo1arized.

•
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As ,.,e have seen: the pigment T:lolecules TIIust be favorably oriented for
such an exciton

~tate

to

cxist~

\'lhArcas rnndom 201ecular orientations

•
1
1
~''''''''"T..
In
t,1E"enSeil1,Jlc
arc tHe
cause 01: Cicpo.l.nrlzatlono

\fI,e

l
~
tJlcre.tore
prc J"lct

that the increased extent of C!lcrgy tnmsfcr due to :formation of cxcitons' at a given concentration in u system of disp0rsed molecules lr/ill

not cause a proportionate decrease In fluorescence polarization,

ne-

causc favorable orhmtation is required fer the formation of this exci-

ton

stat~.

On t~lt'~ other hand, if chloropb.yll

exci ton states are not formed in the
tration . has increased to the point

! molecules are randomly oriented,

syste~n

\'11101"0

until the pigrnent concen-

the nearest noighbor distartce

o

is '\,5 Ae' This dist;::I1CC is only slightly larger tnml

tn.!

thickness of

the porphyrin plane of chlorophyll •. ' Thus the decrease in fluorescence
polarization observr.::d as the pigment concentration is increased in a
random array is due to energy tratLSfer by inductive resofl<l!1cc only ~ up
to almost 100% chlorophyll.

BeloH this latter point., we would expect

no abrupt change in the rate of polarization decrc,lsebccauso there is
no change in' the enetgy transfermecnanism •.

1.ilC charllcter of tho polarization vs . concentration curve may therefore' enable us to

d~3termino

the extent of orientation and the type of

energy tnmsfer occurring at relatively high chlorophyll

~

concen-

trations in the monolayers.
,-,

3 •. Diffusion of localized excito::.s
501:10

illvcstigators conc'~rned with the mechanism of er;l.Crgy transfer

in photosynthesis have considerod e:U8rgy migration via diffusion or .
r:.mdO\ll walk of 10caliz(·J exci tons (Duysens p US2; Pca.rIs tcin 9 1964;

19(6) •

::jaking certai!'l as:;umptioI1s about the a.rrangemcnt ofpiWilent

molecules in the cell; . they have shmm that c:llculated transfer rates
vnd critical

~h.st<l.'1CCS

are consistent wit:i

SGiTlC

experimentally ohscr':ed

·
. 1 sys?ms
t·
~'.c' (1''''"0)
h,as (c~crnllncct
1·t..•
propert les
o.ftJ
110 1,·1
wlO aglen
• .l'r.llJ:aJ
~J..:f:'C)

theoretical transfer probabilities for

in . ~1 three-dimensional. array.

c1if.:fu~ion

+Y<:>GtlC'"'CY
,....;:
.l..
...........
t...
\.• J.k.

of localized excitoD:;;
tr<nns·ce-rt...
.cy

...

1·"
.~

p:roportional to the square of the interaction energy ,·L e.
T,11creforc,

inductiv~

t

(iirec:tly
6

to llr •

this mechanism of energy tr&'1sfcr can be treated as 14t.lS

resonance,and it cnnnot be distinguished from the latter by

our investigations.

T:'1C

theoretical considerations presented here "ilill aid us in eva-

luating our experimental results for energy transfer mecha,'1isms hnvinh
.

. 1/1'3

.

8Jld

1/1'6 dependences on· molecular separation.

critical separations for energy tra..'1sfcr
by the

iln10ng

We shall cnlculatc

chlorophyll

~

molecules

Hcak~ 1/1'6, inter~ct;i.on from polarization data for 1mv pigment

concentrations.

These distances will be compared

values of the critical distance.

\1i th

other crnpirical

Consistency of these numbers i:Joulc1

support the hypothesis that inductive rCSOJ1MCe energy transfer occurs

•

In the model.

The criteria for
discussed.

::;tron.\~

interactions in these Models have been

Indications of energy transfer .duc to exciton migration in

monolaycrs '.'lith high concentrations of chlorophyll E:. Hill be sought.
After li::1i tations .of the theories
considered, ~'IC hope

to

tllld aCCllT:1cy

of the data have b::on

suggest under ,..-hrlt conditions these t\{O transfer

mechanisms occur in the models .mel in the chloroplast.

..
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IlL

LIPID

~,nNOLA'r'ER

SWDIES

..
We have discussed properties of the fluorescence of n:olecules in

a two-dimensional array in toms of the mechanism of energy trfu"1Sfer
among them o

In order to propose which transfer mcchnnisf:1s occur lmder

what concH tio:9.s in the chlorophyll~-con.taining monolayer models JI~e

rcc{uire fluoresccI1cC pola.rization data not previously measurc(l o

Tile

experiments described in this chapter were undertaken primarily to
obtain such data.

In order to ohserve polarization of chlorophyll
as a function of pigment
i,;ith

mi::;cibl()sl~rfacc

concentration~

activo lipids

0

<J.

fluorescence

the monolayers Here diluted

In addition to ca..stor oil anu

. oleyl alcohol p we used isolated chloropla.ststructural lipids for this
plxrposco

/';,$

the surface pTopcrties of these latter lipids have not been

extensively studied s their n:oDolayer bchavioTo,md that of mixed fillns
of chlorophyll! unci structural lipids ~ is reported in detail.
Ve dis01SS the experimenta.l Tesul ts in tenns of the analysis out-

lined in the la.st chapter.

The data support the hypothesis that energy,

tr.2nsfcr among chlorophyll -a flo1C'(:uJ.es widely dispersed
in a two.

c1ir-:t::nsional lipid environment

l';Ol~ld

proceed by inductive resonance.

1':e note some pecvliari ties in the behavior of chlorophyll
ro·

E:.

present

at high concentrations in filn:s of plant lipids 1·;hich n;,:lY be indicative

of stronger interrwlecula:r inter(;l.cticms.

The Siplificance of these

observations in determining the p:.i.gr.lent environment ,in
cussed later.

~~

is dis-
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;j\.E~perir;::n!,al Procedures

Ie.

~:{)nolayer

Fluorometer.

For siJi.!ul tcmeous observation of monolayer corrpression pro}'Ie:l'tics

2Jld fluorescence polarization, we required a surface film balance l.1ith
a suitably arrcmged <md. very sensitive optical system.

A cOTmr:crcial

Langmuir type film balance (Central Scielltific Co., "Cenco Hydrophil
Ealance ~ II catalogue f170SSl) was lT1.odified to suit this purpose.
The lacquer coat

scraped from the inner surfaces

W(lS

of the bronze trough p 'vhich

\'<'3S

then painted black

1

ai'1u

edges

heavily coated

with paraffin ("Parmvux" ~ American Oil Company ~ Chicano)

was renclved (l_S necessary.

~md

0

This surface

The torsion balance supplied \v:tth the instru-

'l'1'_ent P ''lith the 1'1atil11.lln foils and mica float 11ghtly paraffined, was
-used without further alteration¢

The

trour~h&with

torsion balal1ce

attached ~ stood on a mount of Dural alur.1inum.On the latter, which was
equipped Ni th leveling scrc\'ls, was constnlctcd an automatic barrier

drive mechanism similar to. that designed by Gubes (1963).
machinery TI'.ovcd the harrier slo\vly and continuously back and

This
forth

along the trough edges.
The drive mecbanism (Firurc TILl) consists of a lead screw to
,,'l. . ·I~d·'
"
.J.
,

' 1 f·:OT{~S
1
are a t t
aCI1,X,
:tor no1-,,0
~.ilng
ro

•

t,.,.e
h 'barrIer
.

1"1'
. t t'11e
y.
usn ag::nns

trough edges ~ ''lays for puiding the movement of the forI.::s t a reversible
Bodine speed reducer motor c type NSY 12R, 60

Tl,m~

and Easton reduction

10 0 :: 0.01 rrn/turn p ;,\lore joined to .obtain the required 19-1/4 inch

thronced length.

At the fnr end of the assclT,r.ly p the scrc\v is mounted

in the troug,h support bloc}.. in a bal1 bearing \v<1sher.

The tmtl rrc8ded

-38-
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,)

g

l

I
!

1I
1

Figure I I 1.1.

Monolayer fluorometer automatic barrier uri ve .
and .trough mOlmt.
1) Trough
2) Torsion balanc()
3) ;·!otor
4) . Gears
5) Tefloil washer
6) Leveling screws

7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

Support hlock
Collar
Barrier fork·
Lead screH
Harrier fork Hays
Dall-bearing Hasher

... 39-

end of the scre\y passes through the other support block ncar the motor
and is joined to the gear shaft via a teflon viasher and spring arr:mgeA gear reduction ratio of 3:1 Has

menta

a rate of 20 mm/minute 0
milled evenly, it

1.;a5

uscd~

so the harrier moved at

Because the edges of the trough had not been

necessary to

sprin[~

load the harrier in its

forks & as well as spring loadiJ1g the forks to the bronze collar which
rode on the lead screw ~ to prevent strain on.thc lattero

-

Since chlorophyll a monolayers and ulant
lipids tend to bleach
~
and

oxidizc~

Benson~

respectively, in air CDellDmy,

~~~

1963; O'Brien and

1964), the trough must be kept in a controlled atmosphere in the

dark during c.>-.-perimentso

accomplishes this.

.A. 1/4-inch Lucitc cover f painted bIad:,

It encloses the trough, torsion head g and barrier

driverocchanism, with the exception of the motor and gears
n~onitoring

of film pressure and

aTea~

Q

To allohT

windows permit observatir)i1 of the

float pointer and barrier position indicator

0

The cover is constm.cted

so that the vernier scale on the torsion wire is also

outsicle~

be adjusted without disturbing the film or exposing it to air.

and may
Ports

are provi(;.ed in the cover for swcepin.(7; the enclosure with gas p for usc
of a sipi10n if desircd g for spreading the fUnD and for inserting the
photomultiplier (see belOW).
It is desirahlc p when studying fluorescence polariz<ltion p to have
the excitinp; light impin;::o em the rrtonola:.-c:" normal to th' plane of the
filF'~

and to obsen·c the fluorescence

~:;:-,:!.~tc(1

in the same direction.

i\l thongh this geOIi'ctr'l presents optical c3ifficul tics 11 it 'ha.s beeD used

(Figure II I. 2) ~

The light sourcc t an air-coOled GE A-H4 100 watt )T1crcur/

!

.,!
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scilcTIlJ.tic diagram. Sec text for details.
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~rc 18J~1p,

is mOlZltccJ. in a .horizontal position on a separate bench

tmder the eX}.lcrimental table,I'iherc vibrations from the cooling fan
do not disturb the films.

<'

The light passes through. a col1imatin7 lens,

fHters for isolating the chosen mercury line (Fir tel'S I) ~ and a
polarizer, Polaroid, HN 22 ~ "ihien can be rotated cX2.ctly 90 0 in its
flold,er.,

P. fter. IJass ing t}rrou.g!1 a hole in the taiJle "

tubeD and a windcrw in the bottom of the
imJ.Yinges

011

the monOlayer fro1ti beloN'.

liS-inch thick poli:;3led quartz
leakage.

trough~

a 'blackened

J.Ju.ci te

the exciting light

Tnc \'lindow, a 2-inch diameter

plate~ . is sea.teclldth O-rings

to prevent.

It is held in place by a stainless steclcollnr clamped. with
tubciVeld~d

set screws in a

to the bottom of the

trough~

A shutter

which slides between the trough mount ru1d table has provision for a
removable standard fluorescing filter.
cutoff filter,

#2-63~

We feund that a Corning red

when placed before the trough windOi;,' ~ fluoresced

with sufficient inten~;ity that it could be used "a.s the fluoresc.ent

standard.

Prench (1965) had noted this phenomenon, and

h!JS

since

reported the fluorescence spectra of several cutoff filters. h11cn
illuminRted 1·vith a high intensity visible source D 112-63

flU01"CSCOS

stron.gly in the region of chlorophyll ! fluoresccnce, which rr.akes it
a particularly useful reference for our .;'ork.
Tho photonul tiplicr holder fits in the t:rou?:h cover directly
OVer the windol\:.

It£'

too~

is made of blackened Lucite.

Attached to

its lower end is a holder for f:iH~,crs- t.o hlock -theexciting light
~lld

isolate the dcsired fluorescence band (Filters II).

holder extends

o.Oivl1

This filter

into the enclosed area to wi thin em inch of the

I
I
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water surface when the troU?)1 is filled.

A separate holder for the

GlIwlyzer, Polaroitl HR, fits into the photomultiplier holder.
be rotated 360 0

It can

"

Except \·jhcre notcd p the filter conlbinations used in nll experiments

were as fo11mI5:

ril tors I:

Two 40G nf.l nar:roH 'hnJld pass interference filters
(Baird-Atomic» Inc., t}1X:~ B-1, witi; IR blackinr)
Cornin~ bond pass fi1 tor 11 itS-58

Pil tors II: Optical Coatings Laborntorics, Inc q dielectric
reject jon filter, on ::: 2.i at 40(11lJ11
1\1JO Cornin;;; red cutoff filters~ #'2-58 and #12-59

Figure IIL.3

ShOHS

the apparatus 1::i th the cover una

l~·hotomultiplier

in

place, ready for :m experiment.
The polarization of tl:e exciting lir;ht rcachin2 tl1e TT',onolayer'
was IT:casuT0.d
C,1",l'l+
... e-rc:·.
,.,.
.~.;1

oy replacing fil tors II 1"ith neutral
th\ ....L1C
1

'
po l
:11'1;:er

density screens Dnd

. ('1. tJ 'lcr POSILlon
.~ .
t i,10 exCJ.. t In.p.;
.
In

~l)Cam

was

greater th.::ln 9M poln1'izccl.
FOT

sensitive

the detection of chlorophyll a fluorescence ~ 'de used a redphotomtlltiplier~

RCA 117326, operatcd at 1800 volts from a

Pedersen Electronics 3f(1l ~ 10 rna regulated supply.

Thephotomul tipl ier

vtas not cooled, but ;,'as sheathcr.1 in a !;!u metal shield connected to an

extra, shield on the phot0711U1 tiplier l.cllds.

This latter shield

~;,as

grounded at the chassis of the DC 1f:icrovoltrneter, Keithley [..\exlel 1f151!>
used for signal (lJ)1plification.
on
\·i0.5

D

The f!Jl1pli ficd signal could be recorded

;"ioselcy r:lodel 680 ftutograf recorder <

.

A resistor ~ 0.24 x 10 6 ohm9

placed ncross the input terminals of the voltlrlCtCT to reduce thc

noise level.

A

schep~atic

shC"lm in Fi gurc II 1. 2 "

di::Jgr<1J:-: of the electronic circuit is also

- 4 3-

XBH671 1

Fi g. III.3.

Monolayer fluorometer prepared for experiment.

i) Photomultiplier socket
2)
3)
4)

Photomultiplier holder
Torsion balance vernier
Barrier position indicator
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Using t.'1is monol:::ycr fluororretcr. ~
approximately
1'11y11

n~oncchroTI1::;:ttc

11C

could exci to a film

wit}1

linearly' polarized light nbsorbcd by chloro-

E: and observe the polariz<:l.tion of the entire

red fluorescence b,:md.

The sensitivity of the, photomultiplier servod as the upper Cutoff for
thb band 0

The

ti8c

constant of the DC detection system

order of a fmv seconds ~ precluding kinetic studies.

1;'35

of the

Detection systems

with faster t.ime constants \. . erc not sufficiently sensitive for our
ptlTpose.

Thus, we caul d neither detect the presence of, nor determine

1
l'
,
,.
t,1C po~aTl.zr:l.'tl.on o:r~

.lny

~

1

T

ce~ayeo

~

t ·
lluorescence or 'P!1osp:1oresccnce

night have cmanatccl from the films.

aftcrglO't\!' from chlorophyll
pi~nt

HOi"(.3VCr, a Tdcak

,

•

1

11illlC 1

phosphon.~sccncc

or

!: in vitro has been reported only when the

Has carefully dried (Fema..n.dez and Becker ~ 1959) ~ or at '\·..-avc-

lengths longer thun these to . . ·;ld.ch the photomultiplier is sensitive

(Sinph and Becker, 1960)9 or when chemic.;;1 changes occur in the pi,r;ment
(C-ocdl1ccr and

Vc;;;t~

In vim\' of this

19(2).

evidencc~

we do not Jn3kc

any corrections fer possiblC' cffec:tsof delayed. ligl!t.
2.

l\iaterinls
Chlorophyll a 'was isolated from spinach chlorop18st

fTa~TlCnts

by chror1atOgrDphy on columns of pO'I,rdcTcd polyethylene (Do\1 Chcl'!1:i.cal Co.,

l'7'21't index < 2) and. powckrred sngar (C & E) (accordinr: to the method of
.'\~',(l··~
- --,. rs()n
- - ""'mc~.

ralv'l'n
-' -.
- ~ 19
~. fi
-' 2)

.

The- e1tlate from the sugar column ""as stored

h:l a refrip.erntor jn the dark under nitrogen.

To prsparc spreading

solutions ~ aliquots of this microcrystalline sl..!.spel1sion of the pigni cl1t
in iso.?ct<.mc '-Jere evaporated to dryness on a rotary eV<JporatoT and
h'c:iGhcc.L into a small vohnnctric Gas};.

After mokinr. up the soltltion

.
l'
. . 1 tnc
'
to ]mOvm vo 1umc ·
In ,
tr:8 approprIate
sprcnC1I1[,':
so.1vcmt, H(; cnecKCIi

.. 45-

concentration· from the absorption

spcctm,l'r!~

which Has recorded on a

Cary 14 spectrophotometer ~ using extinction coefficients reported by
Bellan}" et <11. (1963) or Seelv and .Jensen (1965)
.......

_ .

.II

'l<{htm

0

lator in the

. investigation.s p dis:lgrccmcnt in nolari ties cala.l1ated by weight and from
optical density indicated that 50PC of tho chlorophyll had der;radcdi/ it
~
.
,. ....
~
. . , sugar ·In
..
. 1.(:,~rcs.hI y (151•
was recnromatogrHpno
on pOHocrcu
SI1l/;l 11~ 1ots 1nt.l

tii1ed isooct<.me.

The' pigr.<ent

dried en the cohnrm~ the brand chloro-

W;:;5

phyll ~ band cht QutD an.d the chlorophyll eluted \dth ether or acetone
to ttvoidcontamination by colorless iTl'puritics soluhlo in the isooctanc

Th.c rcpurificd pigment was used irrrrnediately

0

All operations on the

¢

chlorophyll \"iere curried out in dim green light or in the dark9

obtained from the B<tker Castor Gil C01l1panYt Bayon."'10 g

Nc;T.

Aliquots

of tJ~e oil ""ere taken from freshly opcno~l canS ~ as i ttendcd to oxi<lizc "lith tillle ",hen e:xposecJ to air.

We used cleyl alcohol (9-octadeccn-l-ol) ~
the

HOli:K~l

Tnstitut(>,g Univcrsity of

. comp,ound is notC!vailab1e in the

MiHnesota~

liten~ture.

>

99% purity, ·from

The viscosity of this
\,;'6.

rJetennir:ied the vis-

cosity of our sur:1ple relative to glycerol (TIaker and AdaTI"tSOll, reagent
gr~de) usin~

a mo:1ificd (!stwahl viscometer.

!

I

I·
I

Ii. Kir.;ax ,\Tisccmetcr tubes·

{130G, irrimcrsed in an oil tcrnpernture bath, ,,,as naintained at 25,,0 : D.loC

during the mea5UTomcnt.

each

!~:atcrial 0 'de

eOlTi(:~ter

took scveT31

capillary c

(Dnniels ct al.

~--~

~

Nith u total liquid volume of S- mlIfifiters for-rcadin~s

of

fl01i

time through the vis ..

Using stand.ard procedure for the calculation

1956) ~

lye

found

t)

'"

o. S7

:t 0006 p01SC

:for oleyl

'~
j,
I
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Plant strucutral lipids (Figure III.4) were ohtained from
spinuch chloroplasts prepared by the method of

PaTl~

an.d Pon (1961)

except that versenol was omitted from the grinding baffer"

~

(1 9 Bricn

and

Benson (1964) have ,described a Ii:ctIJOd for isolation of the sulfo- and
salactoUpids from plant leaves and

~.1gae.

1';0 isolated these lipids

fro1'1 chloroplasts 11'1 a F.icdifiec1 procedure described in the next section.
Gl1orofolTi'lp rneth"li1o} ~ Dna acetic acid solvents (:Saker and
Adap'.5l"ln or J. T.

na]((;~r, rC2[',cnt

wcreall distillcd prior to usc.

r:rade) used for the 1 ipid prcpnratic)l1s
'Nitr.o_~en HDS buhb1<:~d

. solvent before it \vas put in contact Hiththc lipids.

through each
2 p 2-Dh1cthoxy-

propanc (acetone-dimethylacetal) was obtained from K 6 K Laboratories:

or from Dow CheTl'ic31 Co ~
Benzene, and hexane containing 1% pyridine by volume wore used as
spreading sol vents.

Ba1~cr

a.i'1c1 Adamson or .J. T. Baker TC<tlZcnt r:radc

hcxmlC and pyr.idine from Prothcrs Ch.C:'mical Co • Here used 1d thcut further

purification.

Tl,enzene from the

!'jDmc

sources was redistilled from 50ditu'TI

hydride (:U1d kept in a ti2htly stoppered bottle.
All rnonolayer's were spread on a
phate buffer,

pn 7.6 - 7.8,

:madf~ f~'o7n

SUbr}i3SC

of 10- 3 !,~ .:1queous phos-

reage!!t ,:'.rade i.:\otassiuJ11

TTIOJ10-

and dibasic phosphates lInd distilled '..;ater Nhich had p(lssccl through a

(Ir;-ioJ1izil1f, colurnn of mixed

Chloropl asts

I!o1~ex

prcp(1rc(~

·so ancl

8 resi11s, 100 - 150 1!1csl1o

1)), the rrcthcd of Park 3.nd Pon(J9Gl)

from approxu:'lately 1 kiloST:::1J11. of fres},ly ,·:ashcd spinach leaves were

- homogenized in about 10 voltm'es of chlorofol1!l -

under nitro.r:eno

ir.ctbJnol~

2:1 by

T11e extr:.lct \-;as filtCl"cd, 81so under nitro?cn.

VOltJITIC~
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•

H

HC

OH

2~O~OH
H H
..

H

H20H.
H ·H

~

HO

H

H2

H

H

SULFOQUINOVO. DIGLYCERIDE

OH

.'

DIGALACTO-DIGLYCER1DE

MONOGALACTO-

. DIGLYCERIDE

MU 8-14009

Figure II 1. 4.

Chloroplast stnlctura1 lipitls) according to'
Benson (1964), sho;ving possible orientations
a,t a gas-<lqueous interface. :!ote polar sugar
suostitu~Jlts and hydrophobic fatty acid groups.

--------

/

-

~-.--

I

-4·8..

,\'a~

resiCl2C

reextracted in the scrme solvent until the extract Nas only

slightly colored and the residue \.;as pinkish- or ycllOi,'ish';'brovm.
Sulfolipid was isolated from the comhinec! extracts by J710risil

and DEAB cellulose cohnnn
Bensen 9 5 procedure.

chTomatOl7T~n;w
•

•

..

#

accordinr- to O'Brien and
'- ~

All operations were carried out tUldcr nitrogen.

The effluent fron1 the fiTst column could he put directly onto the top
of the next via a threo- h1 3Y stopcock "md jointed glRss tuhing.
were also intr.oduced onto the columns under
presst~rc

positive

nitrogcn~

EllJcnts

by usc of slight

to force them slowly out of large reservoirs.

The

final eluate from' the DFAE ccl1ulosc column) containing the sulfolipid p
was cvnporatecl to dryness on a rota!)' evaporator.
resuspended in

box

ml~.

faT

60 TIll of chloroform-rlcth;mol ~ 4:J. g was

in tubing p,reparcd D.ccordins: to O'Brien,

dialyzed
1600

approxim~tely

The resulting residue,

of deionized W[ltcr.

''I1H,~

~

El!.

(1964·) against

dinlysis ,\'as carried out in a nitrogen

30 - 40 hours, with several water changes.

T.he sUlfolipic1 fomed

a fluffy Hhite phase at the interface bet'..vecn the chloroform and. the
water-methuJ:.ol phases in the dialysis bag.

It i~as also partially dis-

solved. in beth phases, as evidenced by their slight yello,\'ish color.
At

t]lC

end. of the dinlysis ~ the contents of the bar Here eVJI'oratcd to

dryness on a rot[:).ry evaporator

~:r:(1 wei~hed.

The lipid. . . . as then resus-

ponded. to a concentration of 1 mi11igra;.'l/ml in redistilled henzene

OT

chlorofonn-methano1 9 2:1, and. stored. in a stoT)pcrcd f18.51< under nitror,cn.

11e found thnt some TIKmor.alactolirid

;.:l~]d

ncnson's procedure.

column

111

,1\1so~

W3S

eJt1tCcl. from the rlorisil

sorn.c ri,r.;mcnt passed throiJph t.he DEAF

the d11orofom-F"ethnnol ~ 2:1, ehmtc w'ith the r(. . . ~t of the.

·r

.. 49-

,r,alactolipidso . TIms we resorted ,to preparative thin-layer chromatography

to purify mono- lli.'1d dir,81nctolipids ..
Plates

i~erc

cOrl-ted with Silica GclG (Research Specialties Co. ~

Richmc11!l1l Calif.) follm'ling the techniques of Lepage (1964) :md activated 20 minutes at

no°c

just In-ior to usc.

The last third of the

ch1orcfonn-metJ1ai'101, 9:1, eluate from the Florisil colun'n p which eluate

hnd been concentrated by.evaporation p was streaked onto three plates
1.lr.dOT nitoT;\cn.

A fourth plate was spotted. and nm ~;illiul taneously.

The plates \vcre developed vJith chloroform-T'",etlwnol s 9:1, for 50 minutes
in the

L~aTk

and then a11o;.;e<1 to dI)! in a nitrogen box.

spots on the fourw'1 plate ",dere marked before the plate
SD% H2S04 and charred

at

200°C for 15 minutes.

/\11 pigmented
~vasspra.ycd.

,<lith

This procedure brought

out a large spot 1\'hich Tern directly behina. the slowest nmnir:g pi.Ollented

compound visible before charring o
. identified by its behavior in various solvent· systems as lilono,salactolipid
(Nichols s 19(4).

The cOTres!'Jondinr: areas on the .streaked plates were

th()n scraped off into a sin tcred glass fUl1ncl.
from the support '\.-li th

chlorofonn~mcthanol,

material lmdcr ni torgen.

Tile

.' rotary evaporator and wcighecL

eh:atc

\\'8.5

The liplt'1

1,'.'8.5

eluted

9: 1, still keeping the

evaporated toc:rYTlcss on a

Finally tlle lipid ,,,as resuspended to

a concentration of 1 millig:ro.m/I:l.1. in redistilled henzeno and· stored in
a stoppered £las}..;

U11GOr

ni tTogen.

~'i3.S

This. r:!D.tcrial

by thin-l::lycr cllTOh.0.tography on plates prepared

checked for purity

-

~)S (~cscr.ibed

above D

The cluate
was spotted beside it foy cOj~paTative pUTpo~~es.
..

SOl. vent,.

any

•

~ngr.lents

.,.
-,
an0.
qUlr~one J)'l1pUrl tICS

In this 1:'.o1'e polar
1

1

1"01.L.t.1

nm

C

1 o$cr to tne
'

.,
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solvent front, and the polar lipids would be more 'videly separated.
After spraying ,with 50% HZS04ctr1d chnrring, we could'detect only one
spot in the purified material f corresponding t.o that VJhich had been
tenttltively identified at monogalactolipid in the

eluate~

it laboratory

record of analytl.cal, thin-layer c!u7omatogr8Jl15 was kept by outlining
spots \vith

<.l

fine hypodermic needle and Xcroxing the p1cltas.

digalactalipid Has obtained similarly from th(;)

,'n1C

c1J1.orofom-mcthnnol e Z: 1, t:1 uate.

DEJ\I~

column

!lo\.;cvcr p a dev010ping solven t of

chlorofom-rocthanol, 4:1, ea.ve the best separation of this more polar
lipid.

Dcspi to rechromator.raphing 'we Here 'unable t.o free it co:npletely

of chlorophyll-like contruninants, which remained at

tration of approximately 0.01 mole percent.

('1'

relative concen-

ThcrcfoT<"$ we did not use

this lipid for iluoresccncc polarization or cblorophyll E:.-lipid interaction studies.

The purity of sulfolipid preparations was also ascertainetl by thinlayer

chl"Oma.tol~raphy.

A sol vent system of chloTofoTIn, methanol, acetic

acid 9 and "lllter, 85: IS: 12: 1 ~ ".-as used to obtain sufficient migration of

this vcry polar lipid.

One s3mple ",as four.cl to cohtain about the same

arnount of pigment contaminant as the dig.gJactolipid.

The ·pigment con-

centrations weTe calculated froili optical ocnsi tics of solutions of the

lipi(:s at 665 run.

Spectra ymrc recorded '0;) a Cary 14 spectrophotometer.

1hc identity of the lipids

'\I,'3.S

further confirmed by' perfc.rminr: an

antllrone test for sug3rson the i)roducts of :'l.cid j"lydrolysis.

J\nt::rone

reagent gives a green color with galactose p m;]ximtnTI tl.bsorption of the
rc.tl1cr ol'oad hund
fOT:J,9d

the

o~clirril1g

at 625 mn (i'ioc-nink, 1062).

The product

in the presence of sulfoquinoYose, hOi-iever, absorbs further i.n

b1tK~D

IJtIving a rnaximum at 592 nm (Figure nLS).
.~-"

..

,
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ANTHRONE SUGAR TEST
0.5
.

.

Sulfolipid

0.4

/

~/

,--.
-

/

ci 0.3

o

.

"\

/.

\

.-----\

Galactose
Standard

\

0.2

0.1

--- -550

.... , ....

. 600·

650

700

A, nm
M U B -14010

. Pigure I I I. 5.

!mthroac . color reactlon '-lith galactose ( _ ) ,
hydrolyzed gal::lctolipid (----), and hydrolyzed
sulfolipi-.1 (_ _) • Pelad vo optical t1ensi ties
-~-----}ra\Tc noCoccrCnormal:i.zc-u-to-unit \vcight of Sllgar.-

... 52-

The :inthrone reaction is
Exc~ss

test.

decoloration.

VCTV'
,

sensiti.vc to the conditions of the
pTodllct~

anthrone reacts with, the colored

Overheating will bleach the product.

resulting in

The

COIOT

intensity

increases tdth tirr.-c in the presence of sUlfoquinovose, but apparently

not of gnlactose.
HrlLl.

The anthrone rcap,ent itself is very light sensitive

<l2CS ratl
teT '
qU1Cl'
( .... y.

T
,~..
"
1
_TI rtG(,l
tlon II He \'llSi:Co.
to

1
•
(;ctect
5171a11 qu:mtl-

tics of sugars, of the order of 50 - 100 micror,:rams.
these difficul ties

~md ~;tudying

literature (l~adin,

.£!.

Aiter considering

varimis procedures reported in the

a1..~ 1955; n(1ilcy~ 1958; 1':eenin}'t 1963), we chose

They proved to be

the following conditions to suit our requirements.

!.;ufficiently sen:;i ti vo nnd fairly rcproeJucible ~
A stock anthrone solution ~ 10 mg/ml in cO!lcentratec1 H2S04, ',,,as aged

for 4

hotlr~;

in the dark, and then stored

solution was kept morc than two days.
ul iquots of

!~lycolipids

the refrigerator.

No stock

')\:;0 htmd:red tttJ 500 r.1icTogram

a."1c.l SO - 250 microp:ram galactose standards were

n3Po4

hydrolyzed in 2 ml reagent grade
ane: tllcn ceoled 5 minutes in ice
rea::'~n~~

iJl

Q

(85%) for 15 minutes at 90 - 9S o Cp

Then 5 1:11 of freshly prepared anthrone

(1 1:11 anthrone stock soJ.ution in 24 ml

:1d(\;(\ and the solution stirred

vi~~crou"<;ly.

H2S0,~/H209

2:1) were

The mixture wn.sheated for

12 :::iml.tcs at 90 ... 95~C~ and tlKm cooled in icc in the dark for 30 minutes

to allaH full color' devclopiEent.
fro;~(

The optical density of the solutions

520 to 7CO nm ...·ns then recorded on a Cary 1.4 51icctrophotoF'.cter p

O. .
'l'";n
1.;;t- ......
L

1"!""
,,",,~ ... '....

iJS ,";C":C

of trlC

con"''''o]
... 1
· on
.. '>,
"ll t ·'I·'rO l('
.• \......
. so"i
.l.. t •,L.
..... (2
... l~'J
J,. ;,11',)1.
t ...... 4 + .c1
. ,l~'].. ~ '-.I~,
"'"

....

tllC s~lr:~p10s) in the reference compartrlent.
1;1~truBcnt

V

,I

•

"·~-,,,"TC'Yl'"
;""(,.J..2",, ~ .... t... J"···l·!-r.>C~
... "-", t.. .... (.

The 0.1 slicrcldre

,,-,as used for rccorc1inr; the absorbance of dilute solt!-
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wavelengths of interest, 592/625, of 0.75 under these test conditions.
Due to the prc!;ence of other lipid hydrolysis products, this ratio
slightly higher for the galactoliridso
produced a l-atio of 1.3~

,,,as

Sul£olipid hy6rolysis products

Ratios of the order of one, '''hich weTe

obtained from earlier lipid samples, which

~'lcre

not purified by. thin-

layer ch'romatoRraphy, indicated cross-cont3mination of sulfo- and
galactolipids.The sHirar concentrations of· the s::l1T'p10s HeTt: calculated
from the ahsorbances' of the knm~T! galactose st::1Jldards.
\,;0

From this data

could determine the original. ar.;Ount of lipid :i.n the samples and use

this as a f-urther criterion of plirity.

Ivblccul::1r vleights coqmtecl from

the stnlctuTes given hy Ben.son (1964) and Sh01 lJ1 in FigUTc III.4 were
1

used in these calculations.

4-.

!:,1ono~ayer

Techniques

.1\11 experiments "vore performed in n snaIl closed yeorn ma.in ..
tained at 18 !

zoe.

The room could be d<lrkencd completely, and. Has

also equipped i·,ith a dim green safe light.

Pefore each film was

sprcad, the trough, movahle barrier; and float 1-'lOre \\'ashed copiously

Hi th distilled. a'ld then deionized . . lator, to rCTJ:OVC c;ust znd traces of
chelilical contRrniucl..iltS.

After levclinR the Xl1..mt 1·?ith the trough In

pJ ace, the torsior: balance
S:Ljlports

conted

dic~

~dth

i<laS

screwed in position.

The

tor~ion

bnlance

not .fit flush against the trou,r;.h cclr:es ,.-110n the b.tter were

pnTl.'Iffin.

To prevent lec.k!.[;c of the filY!s at

tl~csc

!,oints,

it ",;::.s necessary to place small,l,1i:'lble L-sE:1pcd' p01yctl1;'lcne vashers---

bctlvcen the

trouf.~h

c(!.r:cs and the torsion hrJancc SlJrpoTtS.

The trough

1\'as then filled te th(' brim \dt.h the subpb::1.se buffeT descrihed in

section. 2 ~ . :Approximately 1640 ml of huffer fHled the tTouph sufficiently
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to produce a slight convex rr.cniscns above the edges.
SUTf.1.C~

was

r1.~t

Thrc:1:;:)

The subphase
l;~ovable

":as t1lcn swept dean ofdust and lint, before the
in place.

He fou'1d th<lt nylon sewing thread (Brook' 5 nCrystal"

exceJ1ent for this purpose.

1,.jF'..S

'c'flrrier

After .noting the rosition of

the t::1rrieT on 6e troup):, lde placed the cover carefuny over the
The enclosure

H1Taratus.

i';:lS flushcd~dth

nitrogtm

g<1S

saturated with

subphase buffeT at sUr),t positive pressure t.h1'Oughol1t an
If the compression properties of the film

\'ler0

O}q1(~ritlcnto

to be obscrved p

an nliquot of sprcCl.Gine solution '>las next deposited dropi1isc onto the
sl:brh?se surfa.co \d.th

the cover.

G.

rr:icropipctte Hhie!:. fit through a small hole in

Spreadin[' solution concentrations Here 8djustcc1 so th.at

1 - 4x.1.016 molecules could be derosited on tile surface in 50 - 200
rr:icrolitcr aliquots.

Slo1\' sprcadiJ1[', permitted evapop.tion of the

spreading sol ,,-ent as each drop exp:.mdc.(] 0n ti:c stirface.

Th:1.s 1.;as

necessary to prevent the spreading sol vent fr'om rcp.ching the paraffined

trough edges and barriers in large enough qUD.ntity to dissolve some of
tl'c n··'ra.(.'f'in
:t:..
(••
j

~.

l, • .

4.

o

P.cnTo(1ucibill ty of nreSS',lro vs. <:lyca ber;.c:lvioT indicated
I.

...

•

..

that this

diffic~ll ty ~"as

°
l'
o.
tJle
~.lpld

1
.'
°
1)(l J :,lllCC
IT.ono...:nyer,
":.f';e torsIon

successfully avoiJcd.

.pressed by TP.ovei".ent of t11C barrier

;Jt

w~s

After a few ninutes 'had

am1

zerot:c~

a const8.nt T<:1te.

tl 1('.

.r.0~
~:1..J..r:(

The torsion

ba}(xr:ceh"as adjusted to nun position and the s'JT.fncc pn;g:-;ure
cve~y'

30

scccm(~s.
01'

'''hen

Compression
fill1;

':\18.5

re;~cl

stopred \\Then th(' bnrricr reached the

col1GPse 1·,·as indic;ltoc1 by

(iccretlsC in surface PT f:ss11rc.

com-

jf \ve stopped

(l

levclinr. off or

COMPTCS~i()n

1:cfore c01-

... 55-

In all cases g the films Nere reexpanded aJld the zero-lxlint compression
checked to ascertain that the lipid did not leak past the float or barrier durL"1g the experiment e
When monolayer fluorescence polarization

"Vilas

studied, the room

was darkened after the trough was covered g and the photomultiplier
assernbly installed in the cover

end the photomultiplier

~ark

0

After the mercury arc had ""anned up

current

stahilized~

the light reaching the

phototube 'vith polarizers crossed and parallel '<Jas recorded.

A small

signal, the order of a fei'! tenths of a millivolt, ""as always detectable
in the absence of a film.

This was due to incomplete blocking of the

exciting light by the rejection filter and ,.,reak fluorescence from the
.red cutoff filters.

After recording the signal from the fluorescing

fil ter used as a standard ~ we spread· and compressed the monOlayer as.

described above"

CompreSSion was stopped at a pressure ·of approximately

12 dynes/centimeter, at which pressure the films HeTe still stable e

The

monolayer was maintained at this pressure ,{hile several meaStlrements of

fluorescence intensity with polarizers crossed a.nd parallel \<lere taken.
Thirty-second to one-minute traces were recorded for each polarizer settin:;

to minimize

photOmtlltipliero

the effects of spurious noise from the mercury arc and
The final barrier position was read from a scale on the

cover 10Jhich was Calil)Tated to actual position along the trour,h.

We also observed the fluorescence polarization of three-d.imensional
~------~~~--~~~------~r----- --~.-viscous solutions
of chlorophyll!: using the monolayer fluororr:eter.

Trds

HO.s

accomplished by placinf; a small cmrerecl pyrex petri dish of

solution directly over the window in the bottom of the empty trough.
112e edges of the <Jish 'dere masked to avoid light scattering.

Sample

I

.. 56-

·fluorescence 'intensities 1Ilere measured as described abeve for films.
In this case, however, the petri dish filled with solvent was used to
obtain blw"1k readings.

TI.

pcsul ts of the r:Ol'l.olayor Studies
.r....t.

d&&

1.

,

Compression Characteristics

A monolayer of ·a pure subst.ance is generally characterized

by

the pressure-area cunre obtained as the film is compressed slowly and
unifo:rmly (e.g. II

Adam~

1941)..

This curve is a plot of the force per

tmi t length ~ or surface pressure 9 on the float connected to the torsion

balance 9 as a ftmction of the average area occupied per molecule in the

rr.onela-yer •. The pressure and area at which a film collapses p the slope
of the pressure-area. curve? and the area extrapolated to zero pressure
should all be reproducible qU<lJ'ltities characteristic of the molecules

sprca.d.

These remarks apply equally \vcll to a film of ideally mixed

substances which fonn a two"'dimensional solution.

In this caSe the

pressure-a.rea plots should. be additive and collapse should occur reprodilcihly at a pressure intermediate bcttve-en those of the pure naterials

1949}.

At prcs$u:rcs beJol-ll the collapse

s);o~.11(; be stnble.

The

p~cssure~

the monolaycrs

predicted ideal behavior of a mixed film is

C<11-

culatcd from the pressure-area data of the pure substances according to

where nl and nZ are the J'!:l'Jle

frac:~ions

of substances .1 and 2.

I·!ono-

byers of components whici} are immiscible or Hhich interact chemically
gC;lCro.lly have anor.1alous and irrepl"oducible compression characteristics ~

R.l:::ough the pressure-area

Cllr,rcs

filay he additive.

rehavior of <l mixed

-57-

film upon compression thus serves as a fairly sens! tive indication of
its stability and uniformity.

We have observed the compression characteristics of the pure
and mixed monol~ayers used in fluorescence polarization studies

Thes0

9

properties will aiel us in detennining the state of the chlorophyll

!:

molecules in the films II

::lS

well as indicating monolayer instability.

a. Chlorophyll

2e

Bellamy p et al. (1963) have studied the

--

compression behavior of pure chlorophyll a monolaycrs thorour,hly..

-

. '

.

data agree with theirs within an experimental spreading
mately 5i (Figure III .,6) ~

crTOT

Our

of approxi-

The solid. linc is the average of data from six

samples jI spread on 10- 3 ·!j phosph~te buffer, pH 7.8 D which Herc compressed
at rates from 10 to 13
range where Bel1ruJi)' 9

SF}molccule/minute.

~~..:..!.

observed reproducible behavior

- + c;:astor oil.

h. Chlorophyll a
,

These rates arc w·ithin the
0

The pressure-area behavior was

within 10% of that predicted by an ideal mixture fI at as high a chloro·
phy11 !:concentration as 0.5 mole fraction (Figure !IL 7).

At

chloro~

,

phyl1~

concentrations below approximately 0.1 mole fraction$ the films

hehaved essentially as did those of pure castor oil.

Monolayers of pure

castor oil have been investigated by several 1,<,orkers (e.g. p

Adam~

1941).

Collapse pressures in the range of chlorophyll! concentrations between
0 .. 1 and
,
~n

O~9

rnole fraction depended on the relative amount of chlorophyll

t
l
I t t J1.0 co 11apse pressure
tll.e
...c'l
~ m~ ann
excecccu

0f

a pure castor

01'I

monolayor. Co

Chlorophyll!!:+ oleyl alcohol.

heen thoroughly studied by Gaines ~

£:! ~

This monOlayer system has

(1964)

0

concentrations less than 0.05 mole fraction in the
Gaines&!!. ale observed ideal behavior

We used chlorophyll
filTI\s z

2.

in which range

0

f
I
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do Plant structural lipids

0

~kmogalactodiglyceride,

digalacto-

diglyceride p and suI foquinovodiglyccride IT':8ke up approximately 45% of
the total lipid complement of chloroplast :membrane fragments
(Lichtenthnler and Park$ 1963)

0

..

Highly surface active due to their

a.'Til~hiphi1ic

nature (Figure III o 4) p they are logical c:mc1ic1atcs

d:lorophyll

~

co~p:rcssible

monolayer diluents.

fOT

These structural lipids form stable

monolaycrs of the liquid expanded type (Adam g 1941) on

lO~3 ~ phosphate buffer p pH 7 .6~ in a nitrogen ClwiiDsphere.

The pressure-

area curves (Figure IIL8) are reproducible when freshly isolated material
is used.

I)m.;ever ~ the galactolipids seem to undergo changes after a

days;; despite storage in benzene in the dark under nitrogen.

fe,~

Extrapola-

tion of the pressure-area graphs to zero pressure yields the maximLml
area occupied pc:r molecule by a unifonn monolayer 0

SUlfoquinovodiglyccride i

havinr the most polar hydrophilic group of the three lipicls 9 has a maximum
pc1C1dng area of slightly less than 47 )\2 :: 10%.

This is npproximately

if the sul£'oquinovose

the area of the glyce:ryl moiety of the

molecule~

eX-::.OT:iJ::; 0.0,1'11 belm·.' the water surface.

l1lat the extrapolated areas of

the r:~ono-<U"1.d digalactolipiCls 9 55

&10

80 )\2 resrlcctively D ['ore larger

th::ln -::hat of the sulfolipid is expected.

Ho\-vcver p uncertainties in

spreading and in the state of the lipid molecules make attempts at a
quantitative description- of packing in these monolayers ambiEuous.
The collapse pressures of the monolaycrs

'-;eTC

and were reproducible for each
A'S the plcmt lipid..:;

aTf~

between 36 and 41 dynes/

lip~d.

partially water-soluble ~

, •
•
},
. 1 tune
•
staD211.ty
oJ..c "t"e
mono 1ayers "'l1t.,1
at pressurcs
~

cepcc polarization measurements •

\ilC chcd~ed

the

,
1n tnc
.:f1 uoros-

~.

Use(~

Hgurc III. 9 is a p]ot of the surface
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Figure III. 8.

Pressure - area characteristics of chloroplast
glycolipiJs ~ mG(lG = monogalactodiglyceridc;
JGJG = gigalactQ(.liglyceric1e. Each curve is
the average of four or more samples. Sec text
. for discussion of extrapolated values.

MU

· figure III. 9.

'.

8-14011 .

Sulfolipid monolayer maintained at constant
area e 33 1,2 per molecule, under nitrogen, after
compression at a rate of 4 1\2, per molecule per
minute.· .
'
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pressure of a sulfolipid film maintained at constant area.
seen~

As may be

the pressu,re fell slir;htly at first and then remained constant

f'or over a quarter 0..:t- an h,our..

\(
1actO.Ll.J.)1C
'1"1 • 1 t="j
1:onoga
.,Lrns'" at constant area

remained at constrmtpressurc for at least 20 minutes J ,,,!lich was the
length of time required to complete fluorescence polarization measure-

mcnts.
d1lorophyl1,.! -). plant lipids..

eo

c:biorophyll

~P

At 1m.; mole fractions of

mixed films of pigreent a"1d.' sulfolipid or of pigment and

monogalactolipid behaved essentially as did the pure lipid filt;s.

1'res-

sure-area plots of mixed monolayers containing larger amounts of chloro-

phyll a are reproduced in Figu,res III .. 10 and III .11.

Kithin experimental

'errors the observed curves? which arc averages of'three samples each,
agree Hith the theoretically predicted oneso

depend on the amOll.'1t of chlorophyll

~

The collapse points also

in. the film, approaching the

col1Clpse pressure of a pure pigment monolayer vThen the mole fraction of

chlorophyll exceeds 0 .. 1

0

!--iixcd ronolaycrs of :r..onoga13ctolipid and chlorophyll !!. 'vere
stable \.,rith time at preSSUl"eS of 15

d~mcs/centimeter

and below, at all

concentration ratios used for fluorescence polarization measurements o
IIO'.\'ever v 'vhen the chlorophyll a mole fract ion exceeded about 0004 in

sulfolipid films II the monol ayers \>iere not reprcducihlystable 'vi th time

at pressu·.ccs above approximately 10 dynes/centimeter
f. Discussion..

0

The pressure-area curlles for the mixed films

were within c)..-perimental error of tl-,e VJcightcd sums of the plots for
the two components.
ideally mixed

fi1m~

This a9'reenl(mt ivill be absenred either for -an
(.)

or

fOT

a film of ir.m:iscible molca.:lcs o

The varia-

tion in collapse pressure with amount of pip,ment in films of all four
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;\iixccl monolaycrs of chlorophyll
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behavior of itleal two-dimensional solutions.
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;

.. 65lipis ~ and the increase in fluorescence yield observed upon chlorophyll !
dilution (section B.2) suggest that the mixed monolayers aTe actually two-.
dimensional solutions.
The instability of sulfolipid films containing chlorophyll

is contrary to this interpretation.

~

This phenomenon' .:could be clue to

pigment inoleculos enhancing the solubility of sulfolipid in the aqueous

subph~se, or to the formation of specific chlorophyll-lipid complexes
which are partially water soluhle and occupy the same' are:3. in the interface as the sum of the t~~o component molecular areas$ or to slm.; phase chan-

gcs;lh fiims under pressure. With the exception of a phase separation 9
these possibilities are consistent Hith' the proposed dispersion of pig-

ment molecules in the suJ.folipid monolayer"

Evidence suggesting that

a phase separation of the pigment does not occur'is obtained from
fluorescence polarization data discussed below •. Lipid-chlorophyll compJ.exing Hill be considered later C01aptcr IV)
2.

G

Fluorescence Polarization of Chlorophyll

~

.in MOilolayers

We assmnc that a monolayer containing chlorophyll

a

in a lipid

"''lith ,...hich it is miscible is a random two-dimensional pir,ment array.
In light of the results just presented, this is not an tmrcasonable
assumption to make at low chlorophyll ! concentrations.

Then the expres-

sions'developed for inductive resonance transfer in Chapter IIp Section B.II)
may he applied to the fluorescence observed' from the chlorophyll

cules in such a film.

~

mole-

111e exciting light impinges on the monolayer from

bolow 1 troweling in the z-direction (refer to figure II. i).

It is

linearly pola:rizod s with th0 electric vector parallel to the plane of
the film.

The fluorescence in the z-direction isohscTved from above
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. the monolayer after passing through an analyzer, the

tran~mission

axis of ,,,hich is parallel or peT[JCndicular to that of the polarizer.
The analyzer is not moved during an experiment; the polarizer is
. rotated by exactly 90° in order

to

complete the measurements., Prc-

liminary measurements showed that moving the pohlrize1" instead of the
analyzer did not introduce a measurable error into the rcsul ts.
expected thi,s on the hasis of n·ieeti\

.::!. ales (1964)

We

observation that

ther.e is no prefcrred azimuthal oricntation taken by chioTophyll .!:.
molecules in a monolayer.
From a trace of the intensity reaching the pnotomultip1ierwhen
the polarizers are parallel and then crossed p the degree of polarization 6f the fluorescence is calculated as follows:
p ==

\vhere 6.'

b~;(zIl ~ A~ =(r'" - ri(r:,

= Ii,

- Jls

and

~he

+

nl}

(III.2)

prime denotes intensity values corrected

for the signal observed in the absence of a filmp and for variations

in source intensity as indicated by the fluorescent standard.

The

average value and standard deviation of P "/ere calcule.tcd from scvenl1

I..A.

pt:.

pairs for each film or solution.

chlorophyll
pigiitCnt.

~

We express the concentration of

in the monolayer as the fractional area occupied by the

Then from plots of liP vs. C for c<1ch diluting lipid)' we

obtain the. critical dista,'lee for energy transfer among the pi?JT'_cnt

moelcules at low concentrations by inductive resonance.
seprithtion is also

TI,is critical

detcm:incd-byforster!s-n;cthcdi--q:he-~xperimellt-al----

and empirical values of Ro are compared p to test the hypothesis that
resonance transfer of energy occurs in these di111te pigment systems.

.'
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The characteristics ·of the dependence of polarizntion on con'"
centration at higher chlorophyll concentratiol1sare carefully observed.
TI1ey may indicate the presence or absence of exciton sta.tes, as dis-

cussed in Chapter II.
El.

Viscous solutions of chlorophyll

2.

We studied these well

documented three-dimensional systems not only to check the perfoJinance

of the monolayer fluorometer, but also to be able to compare results
from three- and bio-dil):l0risional modclsyst.ems of

t,~e

same materials.

Goedhcer (1957) and C',outcnnnn nnd Strycr (1962) have detennined tho

-

action spectrum for chlorophyll a fluorescence polarization
in castor
.
oil solutions.

For -very dilute solutions of the pigment .in this viscous

oil p in "v'hich energy transfer

~s

highly lU11.il<ely p :they report pol ariza-

ti6ns of. 0 .. 2 !' 0 .04 1...hen fluorescence is excited by 406 nm light.

Stupp

(1952) ~ \\11105e published polarization action spectntrn does not agree with
those of the above lVorkcrs D slso obtained a value of 0.21 at this exciting
wavelength.

to

zeTO

Extrapolation of our data .for this system (Figure III.12)

concentration yields a maximum polarization of 0.214 :

inngreel'llel1t with the published values.

O.008~

We conc1acle that the monolayer

fluorometer :ftmctions satisfactorilv
.•
.
'

Using the slope and intercept of the straight line in Figure IIL12;.
in equation B.21, we find the lower limit of the critical

distance~

R~(3D) D at which transfcr probability eC\uals emission rrobahility to
be 42 ! 3 ~t

This distance corresponds

to

a spacing of 37 ! 3

Rfor

P'O.

If the critical distance is c}etermineci by Forster's method, equation

11.18, He find %

= 82

:- 5

.R

3S an upper lilni t to this par<:!rneter.

These

values of f<o should becomparcd vd th the value of 76)\ calculated by
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Inverse dependence of fluorescence polarization
upon concentration of c:llorophyll a in castor
oil solutions at 10IY concentrations. Extrapolation
of best straight line fit of data to zero concentration to obtain limiting degree of polarization.
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C..oedheer (1957) using Forster·S1hethbd~;equaHon II.17

The critical distance

con~)Utcd

from spectral data does indeed

fall betHeen the two limiting values obtained from thc.polarization

results.

Near agreement Nith the separation obtained by ass1.mling

that one transfer is sufficient to cause depolarization suggests that
this approximation is not unreasona.hle for the

viscous~

t.hree-dimensional

dilute solution.
h'hen

11e

analyzed our data for the system chlorophyll

~

in oleyl

a.lcohol solution in the same manncr» \.;c obtained a IT'aximum polarization

. of 0.109 : 0.025.

The criticaldistaDce. Rir "'·37.5: 5.5 ~~ is within

experimental error of that for the castor oil solvent

0

The same con-

siderations apply to energy tr;ansfer in this solvent as to that in castor
oil.
The maximum polarization expected in a random three-dimensional·
system in the absence of energy transfer, if the absorption and emission
oscillators arc parallel., is 0.5 (equation II.I).

It has been proposed

that tho oscillator absorbing 406 nm light in chlorophyll a is parallel
to the fluorescent oscil1atoTo . Now s experimental values lONer than 005
. indicate that the Inolecule5 rr,ove during their excited state lifetime,
OT

that sorre absorption is due to a transition oscillator Hhich is not

pnral1el to the emission oscillator.

Perrin (1939) has shO\m by specific

sl:bsti tution into equ&tion II. S that in the absence of energy transfer ~
III' cr.: I/n~ and tha.t

r :;: Po 'tihen lin'" "". If we plot F vs. liT) for our

two sol vents D castor oil

an(~

oleyl alcohol p

He

see that the extrapola-

tiO:l to infinite viscosity is very short (Pigure IIL13)o

Then the

admittedly bad a5stmlption thot the two experimental points do inCleed fall
on a straight line does not introduce too large ,m erTor in the maximum
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Inverse dependence of limiting degree of
polarization, r~ upon inverse solvent viscosity. Extrapolation to infinite viscosity. See text for discussion of points.
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polarization obtained from the extrapolation.

In perfonning this

extrapolation? ';V'e consider the error in the intercept due to the
largest possible experiTIlental errors in the point representing the
data

fOT

oleyl alcohol solvent.

The intercept, Po

==

0.24 :!: 0.03, is

still only approximately one-half the theoretical maximum o
If failure to exhihit the maximum degree of polariza.tion

is due,

in this system, to overlap of absorption bands of two perpendicular
oscillators at the excitation tvavelength t as proposed by. Stupp (1952)

p

approximately 30% of the absorption at 406 nm must be due to the
oscilla.tor oriented perpendicularly to the
tiono

y-~)olarized

emission transi-

By straightforward dcco171l")osi tion we divided the absorption

spectlum between 350 and 470 nm of a. chlorophyll !!. solution in a 1l0n-

polnr solvent into three symmetrical Guassian curves centered at 434 p
We sec that essentially none of the

416 and 380 nm (Figure IIL14).

absorption at 406 nm is due to the x-polarized band at 434 nm.. Approximately 40% of the 406 mn absorption,
transition centered at about 380

11;:1.

hO'l'lCVCT,

is due to the higher energy

This tra.'"lsition is thought also to

hnve y-character!> in which ca.se it would not contl'ibute to the lowering

of the fluorescence I)olarization.

HOI-:ever p current work in this

la.boratory (Sauer, private cOmnTuniCation) USing a point monopole

expansion to descrihe the transition moments s suggests that? due to
configuration interaction p the transitions corresponding' to the blue

satel1ite absorption band have considerable
tion "Jou1d be equivalent to 0 <

(J.

<

J(-cb:1ractGr~

r:/2 in equation 11. L

'This situnI f thiS

interpretation is corrcct p substitution of Po '" 0024 in equation ILl
! Id S a '"
y J..C.
=

~r.:O •
,).)

-i3-
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CHLOROPHYLL Q MONOLAYERS IN CCI4
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Figure IILH.

Decomposition of the blue absorption b~nd
. of chlorophyll a mono:ners in non-polar
solvent into three ,Gausslan curves, in an
attempt to determine the polarization of
the oscillators absorbing at 406 nm. Sec,
text for discussion.
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0"

The present investigation iola<; not designed to resolve this diffi1~11en\.,re

cuI ty.

of chlorophyll

evaluate the behavior of the two-dimensional solutions

! in lipid monolayors,

\\'0

t",ill consider the possible

effects of non-paralIel absorption and emission osci118.tors on the
IT'Clximum polarization observed and thus on the critical distances we
calculate.

Because of the nature of the model, this ambip,td ty has

only a. quantitative, not .a qualitative effect on the interpretatIon of
results.

bo

Pure chlorophyll !: rnonolayers.

The fluorescence of several

chlorophyll! IT:onolaycrs was recorded at a surface pressure. of 12 dynes/
centimeter.

In no :film did the degree of polarization calculated from

equation IIL2 exceed 0.008 ::: 0.005.
this o

In most cases it was less than

The best precision obtained with the instrument used as described

in section A.4 was -: 0 .. 004, even for lar.f,o, highly polarized signalS.
In this case ~ therefore D the relatively weak fluorescence was not
limi ting the accuracy of the IT'.easurement.

In a monolayer of pure chlorophyll a the pi,vrent molecules are
sufficiently close to each other than
film.

<U1

exciton state may exist in the

However p even in the absence of exciton

nigr8tion~ eD~:rRY

tnms-

fer may be expected to proceed veT)' rapidly amonp: adj acent molccules.
If the chlorophyll

~

molecules

ar~

randomly oriented withl"CSPCCt to

the nonral to the film surface, t}JC fluor.escence
regardless of the energy transfer mc>cho.nism.
flUOTescence in accord h'ith this prediction.

~Jlould

be depolarized

He observe unrolarized

-75Co

Chlorophyll.:! in lipid rnonolayers
The relative fluorescence yield and degree of polarization are

shown as a function of chlorophyll n concentration in films of castor
oilg, oleyl alcohol p monogalactolipici and sulfolipid in Figure IIL15r<
, a - (1

0

The pigl1'tCnt concentration is expressed as the fraction of the

total area of the rronolayer occupied by pigment molecules ?t the pressure at "v-hich the measurements were made,;

These values of C were

obtained from pressure-area cur.ves of the pure substanccs o

l'{e

ass'ltmcd

that ullchlorophyll molecules were til ted out of the su.rface to the
same extcnt o

As discussed in Chapter II 0 the error introduced by this

approximation is small.
Both fluorescence yield and degree of polarization
the chlorophyll! concentration in tbe film decreases o

This

incr~ase

as

beha,,\~or
,

is a logical consequence of the fact that intennolecular interaction

energy is lm-tered as the molecular separation is increased.

We shall

analyze these fluorescence polarization 'da.ta for evidence of energy

transfer by inductive reson.ance or exciton J11igration as outlined in
Chapter II.
At high concentrations of chlorophyll
alcohol~

oil!> oleyl

~'in

monolayers of ca.stor

and sulfolipid li the fluorescence polarization does

not appear to fall to zero o

This phenomenon Has chcd:ed carefully vJith

_JH}7's of chlorophyll_a in sulfolipid.

The

r~'lte

of decrease in polari-

z.ation '\'lith increasing concentn';.tion, appears', to lessen at about 0.06
.

t".

area ,-ractwn
or pIgment.
f

This concentration corresponds to an average

pigmcmt separation. of the order of 25 ~ at :1113 monolayer pressure at

-76'vnich the measurements t'lcre made.
matelyconstant at 0.015 !

O~004

The polarization remained approxiup. to 30% area fraction of pigment

in the film.
Sir,tilar behavior has been observed for fluorescent dyes at

high concentration in viscous solution (Feofilov and SVCShIlikov l' 1940).
Since this occurs in the region of strong fluorescence quenchin?v where
.

.

the fluorescence lifetime is considerably shortened~. Feofilov (1961)
suggests' that the number of energy transfers possible hefore emission
has been reduced. sufficient.ly to prevent further depolarization.

We

question whether this explanation is completely satisfactory for our

.pigment .. cantaining monalayers D because the polarization falls smoothly
to zero

as

films (FigureIIL.lSc)
inc~easing

E:. concentration isincreascc1 in l1)onogalactolipid

chlorophyll

If lifetime shortening Here due simply to

0

concentr<ltion 9 ,·;e would expect residual fluorescence'

zation at high,pigment concentrations in this lipid also.

polari~

Instead$) the

diluting lipid seems to detennine the polarization behavior of the pig ...
ment in the n:.onbla:yers

0

ide suggest the follOlfing alternative explanation' for the observed
,

.

results. 'Firsts ,chlorophyll ~ may be Tandomly dispersed and oriented

in gaJ Cl.ctolipid monol aye rs ~ but not in sulfolipid films.

In this latter

model systems the pigment may be either aggregated or partially oriented.
If it is aggregated, lifetime shortening iVouJ.d account for the observed
residual polarization.' . ; But. this possibility is inconsistent ''lith the

obseTVation that fluoresc:enc.e of pure chlorophyll
unpolarlzecl

(v~ infr~)

should be as short

OT

lj

~

monolayers is

in h'bichsystem the lifetime of the pigment

shorter than it is in the Dixcd

fillfL<; 0

As men-

tioned above p the alternative to lifetime shortening is y;nrtial
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CHLOROPHYLL it FLUORESCENCE YIELD AND POLARIZATION IN MONOLAYERS
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Pigure IIL 15.

I

II
1

Depcndcnce of relative fluorescen~c yield
(--0.--) Cl.'1U polarization (_0_) of chloro~
phyll a in mixed moliolayors upon concentration
, of pigment in the films. Curves are calOl- "
late,-l le:lst squares fits to the data. P' ~U1d
.'
1.'
d f-rom extrapo
:
1atlon,
'. 0 0":'
f<Po
ilavc ,Dccn outO-lne
tllC data to zero concentration of pigment in
eadl diluent.
, J,

l'

orientatidn of the pigment molecules by the sUlfolipid o

If such

alignment were present, increasing the: extent of energy transfer
by increasing concentration would not result in further depolarization.

If the hypothesis of pi,r,ment orientation at high. concentrations

in s'lllfolipid is correct. conditions in this
exciton formation e

From Ta.ble

II.l~

~ystem

are suitable to

we see that the maximum pigment

separation at which excitons may exist in a chlorophyll! array is
approximately 20~ •. Thus exciton nd.gration may occur among pigment

molecules in a two-dimensional sulfolipid matrix: at the same conccntrations at which residual polarization was observed.
,
Wado not predict exciton formation in pigment-containing
galactolipid monolayers 11 because chlorophyll a l!'Dlecules are apparently
.unoricntcd in this lipid.
We next examine our results at 1mv' chlorophyll a concentrations for evidence of inductive resonance energy transfer.;

The polari-

zatio'n data of each system have been plotted as liP vs. C for 1mv pigment concentrations p and tho best straight line fit.to the data obtained
by the method of least !?quarcs (Figure IIL16 a "" d).

We note that the.

extrapolated values for maximum fluorescence polarization. of chlorophyll a
in monolayers (Figure III .16

.aJld

Table IILl) are \'JCll below the value,

OoS,\l predicted for parallel absorption and emission osc:Uli1tors (equa-

Han II. 7) in. this geometrl_

This phenomenon way be due to non-parallel

oscillators or to finite viscosities of the lipid mono 1ClyC rs i' or both.
l'i'c have calculated the expected vaiue of the linli ting polarization 1i Po~ from equation II. 7~ usine a.

= 35°

3bsorption Dnd emission oscillators.

This angle was· chosen on the

for the angle between

-79-

CHLOROPHYLL A IN CASTOR OIL MONOLAYER
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Inverse JCl}enJcnce of fluorescence polarization
on. concentration of chlorophyll a in films of
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CHLOROPHYLL a IN SULFOLIPID MONOLAYER
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rir!'Jre nI.1G continued.
i:>

d.Sulfolinid diluent.
.

•

basis of polarization observations made en three-dimensional viscous
solutions of pigment and on Saucr's calculC1tions
Po = 0.36

~ O.09~

(vid~ .~.!:{ra)

We ohtain

0

the lir.lits including the phase ambiguity in equation

II.6 as well as uncertainties in

(l

and

(3.~

This value of Po is still

considerable higher than the extrapolated values ~ $uggcstinr. that tllC
monolayers under compression are not rigid systerr.s, :md that monolayer
viscosities are 101"er than bulk viscosities for \,::-dven materials o
,

Wc did not hayc the apparatus necessary for measuring surface
viscosity ~ so CQuld not verify this suggestion expcrimcnt.:tlly.

Bov,!t;vcr,

a cornparison of. available surface viscosities of fatt), acids and alcohols (e.g.

~

Boyd and HarJdns p 1939) with their bulk viscosities indi-

cates that the fonner are at least an order of m3flTlitucle
lower for
'.'

films nt compressions which ,,,,e used.

AI though molecular movement. is

no doubt restricted in monolayers under pressure p it is unlikely that
it is prevented in these liquid-expanded films

0

The media of: non-

infinite viscosities woUld lower the observed values of the lirnitinp
,.'
polarization"
From the slope and intercept of the liP vs. C curves. we have
calculated the critical distance Ro(2D) for inductive resonance

using equations IT.22 and II.20.

transfer~

To· pcrfom these calculations, we

must also assign a value to the effective molccu13r

di['H;~ctcr? 2a~

and

calcul2.te OF from equation 1105.

Pi rst II in ci100sing the effective-moloGtH-ar.-thap-,G.t--e.r'j>-\;lc-:considcr

the distance of closest approach of u-ro pigment rnolco.11es in the film.
Since the Clrca per chlorophyll E-.. molecule m the nonolnyers under

pressurc is approximately 100 ;:(2, we takc 2a

=

(100)1/2

= 10~.

The

STI1311est possihle separation is of the order of tIle thickness of a pig-

--------------------------~-------------------------------------------------------------------

Table II!.l
Er~ERGY

CRITICAL DISTANCE FOR

.

TR\;\lSFER IN DIUIT'E OILOROPrf'lLL a

.-=.
Slope (a)

Lipid Diluent

.-

--

="'_'\f"

Castor oil

- 0.57

S~4 +

I
.

I/Po
.-

x 10

2

7~S8
-.

-+ 1.46 x

10

J

.~'

2

- A
-

-,..,

,

... 4.21
21.19 .::........

-.
,.,..

_.....

,.,

\.

,-

17.5

Sulfolipid

,-

9 .. 31 + 0.86

-

X

10

2

from Figure IILIS

-"

.-

-

-....,.....;....

--

+

-

57 + 11 ~,

-

o·

0

88 + 22 A

8 A

19.5' ... 7

-

-

....

-

.-.....

13.97 .;.: '1.94

(a)

1.-

-.,

A

.. .
21.5

"-!""*-

+ 4
57 ''--';-

-

-

~.

9.39+ 2.21

-'

----

+ 7 ~

.'

11.37 + 2.08 x 10L.
.

Ro

17.5 + 6

-----

-

--'
iVlonogalactolipid

.

-(c)

:;. (6)
ir

16 .. 55 + 1.03
--'--

-

Oleyl alcohol

~~3(~)

.;.

~·n:--l()lAYER<;

0

...

-i'O

-\

1\
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(c)

Equo.tion 11.18

"-

.9A

--

(b) Equations H.22 <mel II. 20

. ,:",
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ment molecule, abqut S'A~ and the largest molecular "diameter" the
o

length of a, side of the porphyrin ring, ,n-bout lS A.

TIle result.ing

50% uncertainty in 2a introduces un uncertainty of 33% in Ro.
error has been udddd to those

(~,UC

Th.is

to deviations of the slope and inter-

ccpt of thc liP vs& C curves!' in calculating the l"Mge of the exper.;.
irr-ental critical distance.
iUI polarization measurements 'vere !:,arried out on monolaycrs
ll1aintaincd

~:tt

centimctere

constant surface pressures between 10 .. 5 and 13 dynesl
From Figure IIL6 ,':e see that the area per dllorophyU a

molecule in the film varied less th8..t'1 5% in thcse experiments.
ingBellamY'lI

,!:! ~

Follow-

(1963), we find that for chlorophyll! monolayers

in this pressure range, i3 - '!T/2 = 26.5 0 "

From equation IL5 . . .iC have

The results of the calculations of the critical distance for each

lipid diluent are presented in collu11Tl 4 of Table III..lo

in coiumn 5

of the

We also list

table the molecular separation, ~, 'at the critical

concentration C obtained from polarization data by Forster's method
0,

, (equation II .18) •
'IVe wish to compare these critical distances ,dth that predicted

by Tweet,

.£!.' ~

(1964) fro);l spectral dat~lo

J\S

discussed in chapter II,

we expect Forster's method 'of dHtu evaluation to yield an upper limit~
and lieber's approach (ec;,uation-n';19)-u-loKcr---:1imit-;-for-the-critica-l---scpc~ration.

Inde(-~d,

the

s~1)3ration

cornputed by 1\-,'cet ~ {Yc

~,.....--

-

0.19

-

o

54 + 8 Ap

falls hcttvccn tl::c distances cu1culated from the polarization data.

This

result is consistent ,·,dth our hypothesis tha.t inductive resonance energy

-86transfer among the chlorophyll ! molecules causes tl-te obsenred fluorescence depolarization. at low liillgment concentrations

0

Forster' sassumption of complete depolarization after

'ID

average

of only one transfer of energy appears to be sufficient for the description of the pigment in castor and oleyl nicohol monolayers.

It is;

hm"\<'ever, a poor approximation for the chloroplast lipid systems.

The

data suggest that in theso latter monolayers, more th<ID onc intennolcculnr energ'/ transfer is required to depolarize

fluorcscence~

This 1'e-

quirement would be necessary if pigment orientations 1.olere not completely
random in the system.

Ac; more than one transfer is not necessary for

depolarization in castor oil and oleyl alcohol filrns, a non-random

chlorophyll

~

arrangement is apparently not imposed by confinement

of the molecules to an interface, but rather perhaps p by interaction
\vi th the diluting lipide

Compression characteristics of the lnixed mono layers do not rule
out the occurrence of molecular interactions&

give us

OJl

Spectral da.ta :might

indication of tho presence 6f such complexes.

Unable to

study pigment - lipid complcxing by absorption spectroscopy of the

monolayers, we have investigated this phenomenon briefly in solutions.

-87 ...
IV.

INTERACfIONS BETNEEN QiLOROPHYLL A
A~D

PLANT LIPIDS IN SOLuTION

The observed increase in fluorescence yield and polarization as
chlorophyll

~

concentration !'las decreased, in the mixed lipid mono-

layers suggests that these lipids disperse chlorophyll
effectively.

~ am~Tegates

Th:.lt tho pigment a.l.d lipid molecules intGract specifi-

cally cannot be determined from the data.' SUd1 interaction is indicated, hm-lever ~ at least in the monogalactolipic1-chlorophyll
system, where fluore$cence polarization falls rapidly to
yields remain high at fairly high pigment concentrations.

~

zero~

model
and

'Dle ex·

pe::-iments dcsc::-ibed here were undertaken to investigflte this proposed
interaction by studying the effect 6f' the plant lipids on chlorophyll

~

aggregates in solution.
Infrared and nuclear magnetic resonance studies hy Katz
(1963) of deuter.ltcd chlorophyll

~

~ ~

in carbon tetrachloride estahlished

the fact that chlorophyll ..!.'exists largely as a <1imer in this solvent.
Anderson (1963) and /\wlerson and Calvin (1964), perfOTIlling similar experirnentsJ! ca'ilC to the same conclusion g and also documented changes in
the visible absorption spectnim as the concentration of chlorophyll !:.
\Vas varied.

Sauer

£!. ~

(1966) have made a thorough spectral study of

pigment climer formation in the same solvent.

They detennined the pure

monomer and diRer s~ctr~ ~~?rr:.!iff~ren~e absorption spectrophotometry__ _
of solutions of varying concentrations.

From spectrophotometric

titration data for samples of kno\<m total pigment concentration, they
computed the monolTler and climer extinction coefficients and the dimerization constant.

-88 ..

The chlorophyll! Jimers may be broken up by addition of polar
so]veilts or
et aI,
-

Le~vis

1963).
.

bases to the carbon tetrachloride solutions (Katz

Pyridine and ethanol are the most effective agents in- .

vestigated so far.

~;ater

\vill also compete as a complcxing agent with

dimerization (Ku and Sauer, private corrnnunication).
The optical rotatory dispersion (Saucr, 1965) and, most recently,
the circular dichroism (Dratz

have been

investigated~

~

aI, 1966) of chlorophyll

~

dimers.

A double Cotton effect in the re.{'Tion of the
"

red absorption bf'.J1.d of the dimer is characteristic of these spectra.

Polar solvents such as .ethanol cause attenuation and disappearance of
this effect at sufficiently high concentrations.

We propose that the plant structural lipids, monogalactodiglyceride
and sulfoquinovodiglycedcle1> may behave as Lewis

bases~

interacting

specifically with aggregated forms of chlorophyll E:.--thcreby causing its
dispersion in solutions or in ·monolayers.

If this docs happen, '",e

should be able to follow spectral. changes due to a shift in the monomerdimer equilibrium as we' add lipid to a solution of the i)igment in carbon
tetrachloride.

We observed this effect qualitatively in optical rota-

torr dispersion spectra, and quantitatively by absOl1)tion difference
spectrophotometry, the latter technique proving more sensitive to
ch~mges

induced by small amounts of lipid.

The plant lipids do break up the pigment dimers effectively. We
calculate the free energy of chlorophyll

.~: lipid

relative to the free oner,!,,'Y of dimerization.
to be

tiS

strong a complexing agent as ethanoL

complex formation.

~.1onoR:alactolipid

appears

.. 89A.

;11,aterials

2Jld

Methods

We used chlorophyll 1: and plant lipids from stock material prepared as described in Chapter .IlL.
WClS

A weighed ClJ110unt of chlorophyll n.

evaporated to dryness on a rotary evaporator and stored overnight

in the dark in a nitrogen box through \>lhich gas ViaS circulating s 10t11y.
The pigment

1'1'a5

dissolved in carbon tetrachloride frama freshly

opened bottle 11 Balcer and Adamson p reagent grade, Hhich had heen
flushed with nitroeen.' This stock dl1orop:lyll
NitS

.:!:

solution, 1.16 x lO-4.j •

stored in the dark in a well. stoppered flask in a nitrogen box •.
Sample solutions o£pigmcnt and 11',oJ1ogalactolipid Nere prepared

by resuspending an aliquot .of lipid, . .Ihich had heen evaporated to
dryness, in' a measured amount of stod: chlorophyll solution.

The

sulfolipid,. hOl'lcver, was not sufficiently soluble in the carbon tetrachloride pigment solution to perr;li t use of this procedure.

Instead 9

a stock solution .6f sulfolipid in. carbon' tetrachloride h'as prepared p
and aHquots of this· added

phyll!!. solution.

to

3 EK~a.c;ured

amount of the stock chlaro-

This. method proved satisfactory·s but we couldna!.

usc as large excesses of lipid as \~c:re attain.abLe in theexpedments.
wi th the galactolipid. '
Tho \risible spectrurY! of each 5(1[11p10 Has recordec1 on a Cary 14
spectrophotomct~r,.

using a 0.1 centimeter light path with a chloro-

phyll !:.. solution of the same concentration as that in the sample in
the reference cmnpartrnen t.
differences \'iere very smalL

The 0.1 s lide;·:i re lvas used when absorption

------- - -----

Fresh solut:ons w(;n:e prepared for the

reference compa',ftTnent for each sample, observed., because the solutions

tended to chang,:! slowly with tiT!:o in the. light beam.

-90"
TIle optical rotatory dispersion (ORD) of similarly prepared
samples was recorded on a Cary 60 spectrophotometer~ ·We also recorrl'3d the ORD of pure lipid solution; to ascertain that the lipids
themselves \.;ere not optically active in the visible region of :interest.

The ORO curves of the mixed solutions were compared with those

-

of a solution of pure chlorophyll a in carbon' tetrachlorid.e at the
.

same concentration.

B.

Results and
1.

Discussio~

,.

Optical rotatory dispersion

The ,01'1) between 620a:!ld 720' nin of solutions of lipids and of 1. 6 x lO-4 1v1

chlorophyll .£ lirith and without ,all ,excess of lipid is shown in Figure IV.I •
. Thcpuro lipids had. no optical activi'tY\lJhatever in this region of th8

spectrum.Tne dlaracteristic positive Cotton effect exhibited· by chloro-

- dbcTSNa5

phyll' a

decreased and ChaJlged $rHltel1nat in' shape upon adrUtion
'

.

of an excess of lipid. .This resul t iJ1dicatos thnt the lipids interact
in some undetermined manner ,d th . the chlorophyll dimer. configurati.on.
Ne did'riot

pursue, the study further,asthe analysis and inter-

prbtatibn,of the complex

O~ill

spectra ,.;as tmcertain., Alsop it did not

lend itself directly to detenIlination of equilibrium constants for
complexing.
2.~)sorption

difference

Upon addition of lipid to the chlorophyll! solutions, the optical
density sho'o'Jca a maximum decrease at 682 nm.

The long wavelength

shoulder of the dimer red absorptionbnnd is located very near this
Have length.

This shoulder is absent from the nlonotner spectrum, so a

decrease in absorption at this wavelength is indicative of a decrease

-01-
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The concomlttnnt increase in ahsorption at

663 n'71 indicated th:'4.t the concentration of monomer is increased at
the expense of climer.

The mar,mi tutleof the changes depends on the

· . 1 Ho.ueCl.
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of the data obtainod for mixed solutions of chlorophyll .§!:. and ga.1acto ..

lipid p illustrates these points.

A plot of the relative change in optical density at
.b.OD/ODref

68~

nm,

vs the relative concentration of lipid added is given'in.

b

Figure IV.3.

inc theoretical curve is obtained from an assumed equili-

briuITI' constant Of complex formation of 8 x 10:5 liters/mole.

This con-

stant and the calculated optical density change curve were obtained
in the following manner.
First we must determine the dimerization const.;mt for the reference
solution.

In the absence of any lipids D the dimerization constant for

the equilihrium

2

.. Kd
++
++

J'l

D

is ohtained from the three equations:
C

t

v,thereC

t

=:

r·
+ C,
111
,0,

, (IV.1-3)

is the total chlorophyll 3! concentrat,ion in the solution,

('111

and Cd are the concentration of,monomer and dimer p respectively, and
em, and. E: (.-1 are the corresponding extinction coefficients at 682 nm.

Using the extinction coefficients of Sauer

£!. .01

(1966)

D

~ve

find

4.4.: 1.1 x 10 4 liters/mole. This is lTinch higher than the value
4
they report~ 1.0 .: 0.4 x 10 liters/mole, possibly because He stored

!Cd

c:

the dry

pi~~ment

under streaming dry nitrogen (;:15.

This process may

'-93-

have removed some complexing i'later molecules normally present, and
thus enha."'1cecl dimer formation.

Next, we ,,\Tish todetcrrr,ine the equilibrium consta.'1t for complex
·f.

form{ltion between chlorophyll and lipid.
complex only is fonned.

~~e asSUJile

that

<1

one-to-one

..

Then

L • !vi

L + ('·1

and.
(IV.4)

Ivhere Cc and C are the concentrations of . complex and total lipid, res1
,
,
.

pectively. ' NOt":i the optical density dccrcnsc5 at 682 nm may be saturated,
i. e. ~'at sufficiently ]~igh lipid/ chlorophyll ratios, f~rth~r increase in
the lipid concentration will not cause any a.dditional change' in the' absorption of the mixed solution g because all dimers originally presont

are broken

At that point in the titration Hhere the optical density

tIpo

change has reached onc·half of its maximum value, we assume dimer is
.,present in the solution at one-half of its concentration in the absence
of 'lipid.

At these particular
( r ,).

... '-'0.-

1

concentrations~

(IV.5)

""

·2

.
( C)
".,.,

_ _~;~_l

~

=

CC1)1 1.":
c 72

t

'(

J.. _ _ .. ~.d_._.

. 2

.'

=

(._C~)t
?

•

-

t...

v

(IV.6)

)\d- - - - - - - - -

The total lipid concentration at this'pointmay be read from Figure IV.3.
This value D together vii th the concentrations obtained from f;quations

rv.s

and

rV.6

may

th~n

be substituted into Equation IV.4.

Fron nur data,
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Absorption llifference spectra. Reference
solution, 1.6 x 10- 4:.1 chlorophyll a in carbon
tetrach1orilLc; sample solution, same pigment concentration \I/i til varying amounts of monogalactolipid.
a.
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= 8.2

"
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c.
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Figure IV.3.
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Change in optic::ll density at 682 nm as a function
of the lipid/chlorophyll a ratio in solutions of
caroon tetrachloride. Experimental data for
mOllos;alactolip.i.J (0) and sulfolipicl (to). Theoretical curve c::llculated for formation of a 1:1
c?;nplex \,:1 th equilibrium constant Kc = 8 x 10;)
11. tcrs/r.;olc.

-

~

--~-----.---

approximating (flOD/OD)1/2 :: -O.18~

iie

find Kc= 8 + 2 x 10 3 liters/

mole.
In the pres(,mcc"of a lipid which forms only a one-to-one complex

'iii th chlorophyll

~

. ,

/1.OD

=

.,

9

ernCHI +. . €dC
1 + e: C
.
<.
. C C

e:C +e:C

OD

Tn

(IV. 7)

-1

mud

where
(IV. 8)

If we make this substitution p as well

.,

.

a quadratic equation. in Cm

we can calculate.

a.<;

as

using l:quation IV.3, we obtain

a' ["Unction of· OD/OD and constants which

The extinction coefficient of the complex is also

detennined from Equation IV 7,' using the concentrations and optical
0

. density ciumge calculated for the hillf.. titration point.
values, we compute e: c

= 2.3~ 0.7

Using our

x 10 4 liters/mole-centimeter.

C'
m

obtained from Equation 1V.7 for any chosen optical density change is

then used to calculate Cl from Equation IV.4.
.FigLirc IV.3 is a plot of liOD/OD vs

C1/Ct •

Tho smooth curve in

1!{ithin error ~ it is a very

eood fit to the experimental data for- the galactolipid •.
The results of this calculation suggest that g~l1actolipid inter-

-

acts with chlorophyll a dimcrs in carbon tetrachloride by fonning one.

;"

to-one chlorophyU-'lipid complexes with. an equilibrium constant of
8 + 2

x 103 liters/mole.

one complexes.

The sulfolipid (lls0

apP'2DTS

to form one-to-

We were· unable to ohtain (1a.tn at high enough lipid

concentrations to determine the.cquilihrium constant for their formation quantitatively.

Hov;cver, results at Jower sulfolipid concen-

tr,':.tions indicate th2.t the. equilibriu':1
of rnagnituc1e.

constnr~t

is of the same order

-97-

It is of itlterest to compare the strength of the pigment-pigment
&~d

the pigment-lipid interactions.

If we consider the free energies

of bond fonn.ation g

•
(IV. 9)

where R is the gas constant and T the temperature in degrees Kelvin,
",Ie

find
"6.3 + 0.4 Kcal/mole,

and

1:

"'e

S~3 +

0.3 Kcal/mole

9

~~., the forces giving rise to the chlo"rophyll-galactolipid complex

are approximately
molecules.

80~;

as strong as the

int\:~r<;lction

between pigment

Ku elld Sauer (private communication) have notc0 that

ethanol is a complexing agent of similar strength, while the chlorophyll

~

- water complex is caused by forces of about 65% the strength

of the pigment-pigment interaction.
lYe conclude thatgalactolipid~ and probably also sulfolipid,

forms strong complexes 'r.;ith chlorophyll £:" ,mc11.ril1 compete mOre
effecti voly than water

-E(JI'

the pigment.

excess lipid, galactolipiu-cblorophyll
the expense of chlorophyll .!!

Thus p in the presence of
~

ag~~rcgatioJl.

complexes will be formed at

This reSlllt is in agrce-

mcnt with the proposed interpretation of the fact that fluorescence
yields remain high at rather high G'11orophyll concentrations in

galactolipid mOll01ayers.

-98v.

mUEr INVESTlr.ATIONS OF mOLOGlCAL M,)DELS

'.'

The subjects of experimental investigations discussed so far have
been model sY5tems composed of purified biological ma.terials in ~J1
abiological environment.

The behavior of more biological models should

aid in c1etennining the significance of the results of these studies for
understrul.ding the surrotmdings of chlorophyll !: in the cell.
We consider here two studies of complex films

con~}osed

of chloro-

phyll ! and substances with which it is associated in the plant cell.
First p measurements were made on monolayers of lipid extracts to cleter-

mine the space required by this material D and thus possible modes of
packingp

.!£ vivo.

of chloropl§lst

Vie also observed fluorescence polarization of films

subtlnits~

,.;hich data may be compared i-'lith tha.t presented

in Chapter III and ,dth that for ,.;hole chloroplasts reported in the
literature.
n
f
,. o.oro
l.nese exper:!.!TlenLS are d·lSC:USSCu.:I g
b"

....

a b".r.
r1C.': sunrey o·f th. e

prosent tmderstanding of the nature of the photosynthetic apparatus is
in order4

A.

TIle Environment of Chlorophyll a

iE. ;:!~.::

In higher plants, the photosynthetic nppo.ratus is contained wholly
in chloroplastso

A.s revealed by light cmd electron r.icroscopy (Par}: ~

1966)p these subcellular particles contain lGimellac p organized into
stacks in some species, embedded in an aqueous stroma matrix.

Close

inspection shows that the lamellae consist of flattened membrane. sacs
called thylakoids (l'-':enke 9 1960).
of

chloroplast~~

(Weier ~

~! .£!.~p

High resolution electron microscopy
1965) and of membrane fragments pre-

pared by sonication and copious washin.r.:- of lysed chloroplDsts (Park

-99"
and Pon ~ 1963) haS demonstrated the highly c0mplcx particulate nature

of thi>.$e l<L'11ellae.

Park and Pon (196.1) suggested that the 185. x 155 x

o

100 A paTticles p or qtwntascmes, observed in the mcr.bY,mes be equated

. '>lith the functional photosynthetic unit.

Chloroplast memhrallc preparations have been analyzed chemically p
and found to contain approximately 50% protein and 50% lipid by \\'eight, .
. (Lichtcnthaler and Parkp 1963) c

The protein fraction contains cyto-

chTomes b 6 a"l1d £ ~ as well as (). large non-heme compone:i1t (Biggins and
Park)) 1965).

It is apparently largely

hydrophobic~

as high concentra-

tions of detergent are required to prevent its aggregation in aqueous

solution (Higgins; 1965; Criddle Dnd

Park~

1964).

Olcrnical 8D<..lysis (LichtentJ1aler and Park:l 1963), fluorescence

microscopy (Spencer and Wildman:l 1962; Lintilhac "lnd Parl<.:s 1(66) $ and

absorption spectroscopy (Parke 1965) have all served to locate chlorophyll a and

aCCeS50T"j

pig:ments in the ,lamellae.

The visibie absorption

spectrum of suspensions of qU2tIltasome aggregates is very similar to that

of whole chloroplasts (Sauer and Parkp 19M). The ahsorption mr.ximum
.in the red rep;ion 9 v.rhere only the chlorophyll:;

ahSQTb~

is shifted

sevcral nB.r:orretcrs to longer wavelenfyths in these spect.ra compared with
the n1mdm:um of chlorophyll

8.

(Seely and Jellsen o 1965).

This reel shift 9 ~as Hell as complex optical

monomers in several organic solvents

rotatory dispersion spectra (Sauer ~ 1965) ,mel a large dcuble cirOllar

fUTt!X;T $UPfortcd by 1m.; chlorophyll

2-

fluOJ:8scence yields an,d fluores-

cencc rolarizatio'v relative to dilute solut'~.ons of pipnmt; reported

-100-

Low temperature fluorescence spectroscopy (C.,oedheer r 1964;

C:>ovindjee an.d Yang, 1966) of leaves and chloroplast fragments gives
evidence that chlorophyll a exists in more than one fonn

i!!. ~.

Sauer (1965) and Sa.uer and Calvin (1962) observed flow and. electric

dichroism of qmmtasome aggrep;ates o

A large dichroic ratio occurring

only at 695 ml.l p on the long wavelength side of chlorophyll !: absorption g
led them to suggest that

a small

percentage of the chlorophyll !!. mole-

cules in this material is ar,grcgatea in a highly ordered array.

--

Butler J et al. (1"964) have detected a polarized COll1pOn0nt of fluores-

cence from alga.e chloroplasts using va:d,ousi::avelengths of exciting
light!) and shown that this is due to a portion of the bUlk chlorophyll
in the chloroplast,s ..,,,,hich is oriented parallel to the lamellae..

The

phenomenon is observed in cells lacking the small complement of chloro·
phyll nbsorbing at 70S nmand believed by some i,'lorl<crs to be the only

highlyoricnted pigment in the system. ·The
gests, therefore ~ that chlorophyll

~

~xperimental

evidence sug-

may be present in several degrees

of orientation and states. of aggregation in tile pla..'1t.

pigment molecules is probably in onc of. three form..<;:

The hul1\ of the
[i

small ~ nggro·

gated,. but poorly oriented p fraction; a larger ~ more weakly interacting.

traction. that is fairly
larf::e~

unaggrcgated

\1011

orien.ted in the lamellar planes; and a

and unoriented

fraction.

'inc optic;::l studies

indicate that p at room temperature ~ some energy may be transferred &'TlOng
these different fOT1!1s.

HOIvever 9 investigations of photosynthetic cffi-

cicncics as a function of the w;:;.velengt11 of .the exciting light (e.g.,

Sauer and

PaTk~

1965; Kelly and Sauer 9 1965) 51)gp;est that a rhysiologi-

cal distinction may exist within the pif,ment'comp1cment ofcnloroplasts
'vhich prevents energy exchange between DV-O pigment systerrtS.

-101Lamellar lipid composition has been reviewed recentl)' (Bcnsol1 p
Three surface active glycolipids ~ mono- and digalactodilinole-

1964).
nate~

and sulfoquinovodiglyccride~ make up approximately 45% by 1veight

of the lipid fractjon.

If membraT}e fragments are specifically attacked

by galactolipase!l the rCillainin?, material is still particulate
rxtr8.ction of pigments and most other
lipids from these preparations' also leaves a particulate residue
1965) •

(Park~

This evidence suggests that t,he la.mellac consist of pigments

a...,d ). ipids coating a protein frar.1cwork.The arnphiphilic nature of the
glycolipids (Benson~ 1964; O'Brienancl Benson, 1964; this investiga..
.; c!'"
t. ...
'-Hp

C~·l"''''''+''·''
e".I.}.">'vl.

."

I I 'I).

C"'f~

""",_

·11e 1 '
. ~ l'
.
u.,1yorop.loD1C
propcrtlcs
0:f

...

tl'

1
1C lrcm.lrane

protein' :furthcr support the. hypotheses that chloroplast l&"TIcllae are
iYlOre COD111ex than

the classical tmit me.mbranes of Robertson (1964).

Calcl11ations based on chl~r~phyll content and 1amellar area of
chloroplasts showed that all the chlorophyll moleclll os

monomolecular layer in the membranes (Thomas,

~~t!:..~

c~)Uld

fit in a .

1956) •. Bire-·'

fringcncemC115UTcmeIlts, intrinsiC birefringence being ncgli,qi ble

(Goec1heer t 1957), as

iITCl1

as the dichroism studiesjI indicate that the

pirm:mts ure prcsent in layered structures J in an imperfectly ordered

arr:.mgement on a. macroscopic level.
, In

SlLIlrr',ary ~ we

find chlol-0phyll ;'). in the plant associated with

atnp},ip}1ilic lipids and hydrophobic' proteins in membnmousstructures., .
~-

.If protein units form the cores of the particulate lamellac& the
- ------ -------'-.-

.

. chlorophyll ",rill be c.onfined to lipid surface layers no more than a

fe':iv molecules--possibly only
•
• 11_
C1uorOTJHy

E..

Or:0

molect;le--thid.

} molecule to onentatlo11
..
.
'
1'·
SUl. ts t)O
at l
llyorop,lotnc-

hydrophilic interfaces (see Fir;ure 1.1) p such

,:.'

The structure of

a.<;

may exist on the

-102surface of chloroplast membr:mes .. ' One simple model for this possible

. lE.. vivo

arrangement is the chlorophyll-containing lipid monolayer on an

aqueous subphase ""hich we have used in this investigation.

We no'" con ...

sider more complex uvo-dimensional systems of chloroplast material.
t~o

Studies on

C:'Un~taso!l~e

Gorter and Grendel

-

Lipid
Extract
,
.
.

(lnS, 1928) extracted lipids of red hlood cell

gh{)st5 :li'ld determined the area that a Imown amount of extract occupied
,

Nh(m spread as a monolayer.

From this data, they were able to propose

a model of the· lipid arrangement in the cell membrane.

This ,",ork and

the calculations of Thomas et E-l :~ (1956) prompted us to carry out

(l

simila-r: investigation of tJ1C lipid ,components of chloroplast membrane
fragments.

By spreading the lipid extra.cted. from a knm·m weight of

quantasomcs on the modified Langnulir film

balnnce~

the area of a

mor10-

layer of the lipid molecules at zero pressure could be determined.

A

cOJ:'lparison of this value with the surface area· and volume of the quanta-

somes extracted may indicate the a.rrangeTI'.cnt of tbc lipid molecules in
the larr.cllae.

1.

Methods and matcrinls
QU8ntasmne a.ggregates prepared froIn lea.ves of Spinacia oleracea

according to the method of Park

~mc1

Pon (1963) were lyor)li1ized and a

weir-her] R100tmt of the lyophilized material extr<lcted as fOll(MS:

50 microliters of pyridine were added to the ql.l::mtasomes p and
the mixture diluted with <:'nough

n-hexnm~

to make the final suspension

1% in pyridine by volum.c.· The mixed suspension was spun in a clinical
cel1trifll.~ie

for 5 minutes and the supernatant decanted.

re-extracted by the same procedure five times.

lhe residue ,-.ras

Tne combined extracts were evaporated lJ;.-,.dcr nitrogen, and
both extract· and residue were dried OVCTI1ight in a vaCUllm desiccator.
Weighings of the dried residue and extract indicated that 30 1% of the
0

total weight of the material ~ equivalent to 58.3% of the total lipid,
had been extracted.

1lJcsc figures are based on. analyses showing S1. 6%

of the membrane weight to be lipid (Lichtenthaler .'L11d

PnTk~

1963).

The extract was redissolved in n-hexane containing 1% pyricline by vohm:e to a finnl concentration by ,·:eight of 0.256 mg/ml.

The

chlorophyll!: concentration in the sample i,ms determined by the method
of }icKinney (1940).

Akn01"n al i<luot of extract

evaporated and,

\V(.l.$

lmder nitrogen, resuspendedb 80% acetone }JY volume.
spectTtli11 of this solution

~"os

111e absorption

recordeclon a Cnry 14. spectrophotometer.

1.11C chlorophyll a concentration in the extract was calculated to be
27 .. 6 96 by weight.

Chlorophyll a constitutes only 14 5% by weight of

. the total chloroplast

0

mel1~rane

lipid.

Extracting tlJe lipid·;.. ith the

spreac1iIJg. solvent to avoid unknollTI losses of material upon ·changing
591 vents made necessnry our ivorldng with t~1is extract of unrcprescntat"ive compositiono

2.

Results and discJssion
Techniques described in Chapter III /\.4

weTC

used to detennine

the pressure-area behavior of four 20(HlYicrolitt.T sn.mples, (:ach containing Go 0512 mg extract e A curve of avera[:c pressure vs

0

area

hehavior D ...d th area expressed at total filT;J 3rec in sCjual"C centimeters p

is sho:·.,TI

ill

Fi c:'~::'"tlre \! c 1

C)

The area covered by the 0.0512
fOtL'1d

me

by extrapolation of the plot to be 422

nt zeTO pressure is
"
C!i1~:.

1"';,: aSSUGC

that the
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figure V.l.

Pressure - area behavior of a monolayer of quantasom~ lii)Ll cxtract) abscissa c)..'l)l"cssctl as total
film area per 0.0512 mg. matcrial. Sec text for
tliscussion of cxtrapolated values.

-105area oCC1.1pied by the extract is approximately the same as that \vhich
'""ould be needed by a representative chloroplast lamellar .lipid sample
of the same weight.

If we consider the basic subunit of chloroplast

Imrellae to he the <luantasorne of r,ft'i 2 x 106 CllUracterized by Park
Pon (1961); 3I1d later by Park

andBi~rr.ins

~

"

~d:., .'

(1964), the 0.0512 rogof

lipid material represents 30.G; by ."eight of 5.3 x l013 quantasomes.
Then; with the above assumptions, the total lipid of onequantasol1'l0 should
occupy' em area of 136~OOO ~2.

~; '~.

If the quantasome is an ellipsoid with axes 185 x 155 x 100

A

(park and Biggins p 1(64)1' it hns a surface area of approximately 56 11 000 ~21i:

A bilayer of lipid coating this particle would thus cover an area of
112 ,000 ~ when spread as a monolayer, if the molecules were similarly,
oriented in both cases.

The 136 ~OOO

~. rcquircdby

the rnolecules Otl:the

LungJi",,-lir trough· suglrests that the lipids in these subunits may not fopn

_a mit

• L

bilayer membrane about the particles, with the hydrophilic groups,

of the molecules oriented in the plane of the surface.

The results of

this experiment do not allow us to distinguish arrong several
sibil Hies:

otherpos~.'

". '.

1) that a more highlycol7!pressed lipid bilayer is present-,

~

,

on the quantasome surface than in the monolayer; 2) that the lipid forms
a non-uniform coating on the particles partly thicker than

a bi1~ye~; .

3) that tl"J.c lipid molecules are dispersed throughout the subunits;

4) that the extracted lipid Goes not occupy the same surface area as
the same

Dm01.mt

of total lipid extract w()uld.

We discard possibility 3) on the basis of the differential'

extraction experiments (Bamberger and Park ll 1966) discussed in section A.
In support of the first suggestion, we note that if the

extrapola~ion

is .. '

"I:"
",'j'

I

made from the steepest straight segment of the pressure-area curve p
the area at zero pressure is 352 cm2•

This corresponds to a surface

area per quantasome of 115,000 ~2 p "Jhich agrees closely with the calculated area of a surface double layer per subunit.

As the last

explanation is applicable t according to the chlorophyll content 9 and
the second carmot be ruled out p
These results
lipids and

do~

e regard this agreement as fortuitous.

' ....

hm'lever, lend support to the premise that lall1ellar

pi~nts

are located

OIl

the surfaces of the chloroplast

rrembranes, in thin layers"
The fluorescence properties of these films were not studied
quantitativcly,o

Several accessory pigments, as well as chlorophyll
(

~1I

.

'

absorbed the exciting light, and made interpretations inteYIns of

chlorophyll-chlorophyll energy transfer impractica.l.

The, fluorescence

yield '\.v·as of the same order of mnr;ni tude as that expected from a chloro-

-

phyll a-lipid
film of the same pigment cbncentration.
.

c.

Cuantasome
Supernatant FiJ.lil$_
ii'...
. Varions workers

chloroplast

fr~B1Tlents

hav~e

measured the polarization of fluorescence of

in dilute viscous solutions.

(1956) reported a degree of polarization of 0 .. 15 -

',·lith 0.24 for chlorophyll

~

Arnold and
O.16~

lI~eek

compared

in viscous solution, when chlorophyll-protein

extracts prepared by the method of Smith (1930) and suspended in '.;ater
Here exd ted with polarized 600 • 630 Dr:' light

0

This surprisingly h ig.; '1

polarization implies that the fluorescing chlorophyll molecules remnined
fixed during their excited state lifetime ~ and that either there was

Ii HIe eneTgy tra..Tlsfer 2r:10ng tl1cn or they were high1 y ordered.

This

cculd only be possible in aqueous solution p if the pigrnent molecules

-107-

were well separated in very large protein aggregates, or if the chlorophyll-chlorophyll interactions h'ore so strong that the excited state
lifetime ivas shortened by morc thllTI em ordc.r of magnitude.

In this

latter case, a large red shift 6f the absorption spectrum might be
e:xpected, but it is not rerortedo . As the nature of the extract is not
.. wen understood, h'e will not comEmt furth.er on these obsenrations"
Exciting an aqueous Aspidistra suspension with rolarized light at ' . . avelengt.hs. bel'ow '590·

~mll

Coedhcer (1957) '-.las unable to detect polarized

fluorescence.· If he used red light absorbed by chlorophyll ~ he obserVed
a polarization of 0,,025

0

fluorescence polarizG.tion

Sauer (private cOlTJ.l1unication), reporting
ra.tios~

found Pu

~

0.09 ! O.OG for suspen-

. sions of quantasomcs prepared by the method of Park and Pon (1963) and
i11u.i'rJnated i-,rith 500 nm li,ghto

This corresponds roughly to the degree

of polariZation observed from whole algae samplese
The fluorescence polarization observed by Goed11eer and by

Sauer from chloroplast fragments appears to be no larger than that detected
from whole cel1s.

We would expect to find no greater polarization from

a film of small quantasor.1c aggrcgp.:.tes, unless we had succeeded in preparing lamellar frngr;ents containing only oriented

chlorophyll~

or pig-

ment molecules sufficient1y separatecl that energy transfer among them
''>ins impaired.

The

e~qJeriment

described belm>' gave no

evi(~ence

that

dl1oropbyll a in the small quantasorne agrrcgates_ ha<La lIDiquc-orientation.
1"

Materials and methods

Chloroplasts were prepared by th(:; method of Park and Pon (1961).
f':rom 225 grams of cOHlInercially gro:m spinach leaves p and Hashed once in

dilute buffer"

T'ney were then resuspended in 25 w1 deionized water and

..
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sonic.ate..d approxima.tely 100 seconds at 9Kc. in a [\aytheon sonicator

0

The sonicate was fractioned as shmmin. Figure V.2 to give s3mples Noso

III 2, and 3£01' use in the experiment.

Fluorescence polarization of

suspensions of these samples was measured by the technique described
for viscous chlorophyll

!

solutions in Chapter II I.

By careful drophlise deposition of an aliquot of smnple :--';0. 3

on 10 ... 3

!:! phosphate

material.

buffer II pH 7.6 p

Aliquots of sarnplos

Nos~

1\'0

were able to form films of this

.1 and 2 appeared to sink into the

subphase, prohably due to their larger particle size.

Pressure-area

a..'1d fluorescence polarization measurements on films of san:ple Fo. 3
material were carried out as detailed in Chapter III ~

After fluores-

conce intensities had boen

rccorclcd~

removed~ the surface·swcpt

cleon, and a blank reading taken.

the cover of theinstnlment Has
In this

'"'Way: any fluorescence due to dissolved material wa.s detected p and data
could beco,rrGctcd for it.
A.~soTption

spoctr<lof the samples woro recorded on a

G.'lIy

14

spectrophotometer 'equipped with a scattered'transmission attachment.
1he lipid nnd protein content of the nate rial Vias dctennined by extrac-

tion of a dried cmd Hcir;hed aliquot three times each with reagent grade
,

' , " .• J"~

benzene~
~'1d

;.then

acetonc~

und finally methanolo

Both combined CJCtrRcts

residues were dired overnight in a vacuum dessicator before iveighbg.
2~

RcsuJ.ts and discussion
The visihle and near HI traviolet absorption spectrum of sar1'[lle

No.

3~

\Vbich is the supernatant from the quantasome precipitation

(Figure V.2) \Va.s very similar to that of the <:!tlDutasonc fraction in

-l:YJ-

. sonicn.tcd
chloTopl:1st
fT;1:·~-r:-::::;n.r::s .
!

,

I

H ,000 x g for 10 minutes

.

J!

I

supernatant

ppt. discarded

110 DOOO X g for
10 minutes

(large aggregates)
.
resuspended in 10- 2 M
r0 4 b~fferJ pH 7025 -

supernatant

14,000 x· g for
10 minutes

150,000 x g for
30 minutes

supernatant·
= snnrnle til

ppt. discarded

ppt. (quantasome apr-regates)
.
resuspended in 10- 3 ~-r
buffer, pH 7.25
-1-10,000 x g for
30 minutes

-

-_._- - - - - - - - - - - - -

\1

1

r

ppt. discarded
Figure V.2
....

supernatant
= samnle #3

400J
\,. Ie

•
reG.' reglon
o

riowever
I
... ,
t t
t I.t1e supcrna.an

f
.
.rO-ctlon

1·

,laC!

t
a ...
Hlgdcr

.,
optlCGlJ.

dengity in the blue and tlltraviolet regions where carotene and quillOnes

•

absorh strongly, indicating that tIds material \'ias enrid1cd in thcse
•

• 1

The analysis oore out this prediction~

llFll.S ..

The sample \<{as approxi-

'!"lately 70% lipid by weight, cO!11pl1Ted ...dth 50% lipid in quantasome
D.g~~re~!ates •.

The extra lipid probably enhanced the film-fonnil'!g

capc!ci ty of this sample.

The results of fluorescence polarization measurements on the
suspensions ar',j listcd in Table V.l. . We see that fluorescence of b'1ese

quantasome aggreg:nte preparations is essentially unpolarized.
Table V•.1

Ao Suspensl0ns
sample

10- 2 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.25

1
2

"

3

!i'

2
n~

r-

solvent.

"

"
"

100%. glycerol

"
II

"'0.001

~

0.004

FilIl's
p

E.eparation
2

. dried filr.1

3

monolayer

0.008

The films fo:tmecl by sC:1.rnple 1!3 were com!ncssiblc.

+

0.006

'I1Jt~

pressure-

area behavior was not very reproducib10$ vurying as much as 25% (Fif~rc
V.3).

1his was

un(~oubtedly

due to partial dissolution of material in
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QUANTASOME
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•
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Figure V.3.

Compression bchaviour of s<nplc 113 as a function
area occlipicJ by 0.2 millig]Oams of r.1aterial. (0) ,
(/1), and (~), threc cliffercJ:.t films.

,~

-112the subphase upon. spreadi.ng.

Once a stable film was fonned, hm-lever li

less than 10% change in area occurrec1 in times longer than necessary
to petfonn 'polarization J:lc8surcments.;

•

1110 average fluorescence polariza-

tion from films of sample 1t3 calculated according to equation: III.2 was
0.00,8 ~ 0.006, after corrections had been applied for the slight film

instability.

111is value is somewhat 1m-Jer than those reported by

r..ocdheer (1957) and Sauer (private cOTIT.lunication) for excitation of
chloroplast fragments \'lithred light.

Bowever, h'e illuminated tllO

films with 406 nm lightp which is as strongly absorbed by accessory
pigments' as by chlorophyll!:. (RabinoHitch p 1951).

energy efficiently to chlorophyll::./
fTOY11

The former transfer

Thus the cnlission observed ceme

c::Horophyll molecules \'lhose oricntntion "dth respect to the pri-

marily excited molecules is not lmOivn s and \vhich may be random.
this situation D we would not

eA1)ect~

nor do He

find~

In

a degree of

polarization as large as that observed ,·,hen only chlorophyll a moleOlles are excite(1.

We conclude that sonication of ruptured chloroplasts does not
break up the lamellae into subunits 'vith similarly oriented chloro-

-

phyll ..\ molecules, and that energy transfer among pi8,1nonts in the
.

quantasome ap.:grcgates obtained by this treatlnent is essentially unimpaired.

Since each quantasome contains over 200 chlorophylls and. a

·f

complete complement of accessory pigments, and also because frn['.mcnts
oht(ljnec1 by sonication contain at least several quantasomes. this
result is not. stlrprising o

Investigation of films of the special

chlorophyll-protein complexes reported in .the literature (Roa:rdJllaIl and
J-\l1cierson p 1964; Cec1erstrand

~md. Govindjee~

1966; Olson e 1966; Gocdheer o

-113-

1966) might indicate assyrnmetrics in these subunits, if they exist •.
It is of interest to detenninc the concentration of c.lJlorophyll .§:.
in the monolayers of biological lipids at ivhich the fluorescence
. polarizatioll is the same as that'obsenred for films of quantasome
mater.ial.. 1111s latter value g 0.008 (Table V.lD) g is reached by chioro-

-.

phyll n ill monoglllactolipid monolaycrs at a concentration of 0.09
mole
.
fraction.

",

.

;mefluorescence polarization of the pigment in sUlfolipid

.. films coos not appe.ar to fall as low' as

O.008~

Now ~ the chlorophyll

!!.

-

concentration in vivo is est.imated as 0606 to 0.2 moJe fraction
~

.

--~

(Pabinoh'itch, 1945).
galactolipid

We see that the pigmentconccntratioTl in the

monolay~r;

at ,,thich polarization equals that observed

from quantasome films, falls in this ;range.

cate that fluorescent
with Ralactolipid.

chlorophyll·~

This agreement may indi-

molecule!'> in the cell are associated

Likewise» He may suggest that this pigment component

is not dispersed in :;uIfolipid.

•

1
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GENERAL DISCUSSIOj'-J Al'!D CONCWSIONS

In order to detcnrdne the rr..echartism of energy transfer in model

-

membrane systems of chlorophyll
a and surface active lipid.s s we formu.
luted the general problem of fluorescence depolarization as a function
The mcchanism p and therefore the rate~ of

of energy transfer rate.

energy transfer depend on the strength of intennolecular electrostatic
. interactions.

The observed degree of polarizutioh from a random ensemble

of molecules becomes a ,very complicated [lfiction of transfer rate when
back transfer is considered.

Lacking a solution to this general

case~

\. . c have investigated polarization behavior under certain specified conditions.
In the chlorophyll
weak

coupling~

~

concentration range 1'Jhere we predict very

and thus transfer by inductive resonance p polnrization

datn are, consistent vJith our hypothesis

Q

Because of this

agreemcnt~

we are able to suggest that. enerpy is transferred among Ivell dispersed
pigment molecules at a rate proportional to the squa.re of the interaction energy.

P:.ppnrently energy migration is D

i1'!.

this case e a second

order l1erturhation phOnO!TCnori.

-

At hip;h chlorophyll a concentrations in the model systems il the
,

"

r.,,;)C:wrdsm of ener'?"" transfer . 8m)Ct1rS to depend on the mutual orienta~~J

J: ..

tions of the pigment moleculcso
part~

This orientation is

detennined~

by the lipid matrix in l.,rhich the chlorophyll is embedded.

in
Vi'e

have proposed thatpigmentrr.ay be :nmdonly dispersed and oriented in
monog(llactolipid mono 1ayers p and thcit inductive resonD.llce may remain
the domimmt mode of energy transfer at all chlorophyll

11

concentrations

-115-

in this lipid.

However, an abrupt chil:i.ge in the dccrcnse of fluorcs-

cence polarization '\;lth increa.'5inr; pigrrent concentrations in the sulfolipid films has led us to suggest that chlorophyll
partially

orient~d

by the sulfolipid.

~

molecules may be

Such' an arrangement would facili-

tate the fonllation of localized cxcitons, the presence of which would

.

.

result in an energy transfer rate proportional to th.c interaction energy.
This first order perturbation phenoJtenon viould not decrease fluorescence
polarization, because. the molecules in the system arc oriented.

Observed

behavior coincides \1ith this prc(liction.
Alternative explanations of our data at high pigment concentrations
are possible.

However,' those based on the assumption of varying cxtents

ofaggreg~tion

&'1d different fluorescent lifetimes in the different

lipid matTices are not consistent with the observed unpolarized fluorescencc froTiJ. the'most aggregated mdel ll the pure chlorophyll E:.. IT.onolayer.

Had kinetic studies of fluorescence polarization been possible with our
apparatus ~ these other proposals could have been investigated further.
In support of our original suggestions 9 we do

knOh'

that the chlcro-

plast structural 1ipids intoract with chlorophyll a dimers
effectively causing disl)ersal of the aggregated pif,ITlcnto

in solution,
i'I!Onooalactob

.

di1inolcnute appears to fonn a very strong one-tn-one complex \vith
chlorophyll 2;" the free energy of complex formation being greater th<:m'
80~i

of that for pigment dimerizati,on.

------

-

Plant sl.llfolipicl also serves as

-----------------------

a strong complcxing arent for chlorophyll

~o

The free energy of onc-

to-one complex formation appears to he of the same on;er o£ magnitude
~s thBt

for monogalacto1ipid-pigrnent complexes.

TIle extension of these Tcsul ts to biolcr,ic<11 material is somei,;hat
tenuous s because the liQl1ic-gas interface environment of the model may

.. 116be a poor approximation to chloroplast lamellar surface interfaces

0

AlsoJ) the presence of many other molecular species/> some witlbenergy
levels close to those of chlol'Ophyll

a~

may affect the chlorophyll-

chlorophyll and chlorophyll-lipid interactions stitcHcd herc o

If we

assume that these differences in model' tLTJ.d biolcgical chlorophyll Eo

cnvi,roTIments do not greatly affect pigment interactions ,we mpy make
some preClictions ahout chlorophyll

i-E. vivo.

The fluorescence properties of chlorophyll

.£. in biological material

suggest that absorbed light energy is transferred efficiently among
these Eiclerules.

Calculations based on energy trcmsfcr rates l)ropor-

tional to the square of the strength of the dipole interaction (Duyseris!)
1952;

Takeyama~

1962; Pearlstein lt 1966) ShOi, that this interaction

mechanism may adeqtiately' aCCOU,'1t for the "observed properties of the
biological material.

In a.ddition, ,>Ie have observed that the seconJ order

perturbation phenOinenon of inducti vo resonance is sufficient to account

-

for the 'extent of chlorophyll a fluorescence depolarization observed in

.....

vivOi) if the pigment mlecules nre' r:.mdomly oriented.

In

fa.ct~

we ldould

not expect exciton migration9 a'rate process proportional to the inter.,;
action' energy ~ to occur in this arrUz"1gemento

He'll/ever ~ exciton mir.ration

may occur in the oriontea& closely spaced chlorophyll complclf:cnt of the
piJotoS)11thetic ,apparatus" ..is suggested 'by the results of sulfolipid-

..

pigment monolayer experiments •
'

In ligJ:lt of the morphologic;?J. an.d spectroscopic evidci1ce 9 l':e pro,(~

pose that the dispersed Tl'acticn of the -"bulk" chlorophyll !: may be
aS50ciated withgalactoljpid on lamellar surfaces in tile chloropla.st.
further 9 if the: photosynthetic energy trap is a mOl1Jilolorical entity
,

consisting at least in part of aggregated or oriented chloroJ)hyll ':;:,1
this trap is probably not. associated with or embedded 'in galactolipid.

-117The failure of fluorescence polarization to fall to zero at high chloro-

phyll concentrations in sulfolipid cou1d bc interpreted as indicating
that the pigment mola.llles are partially af\l;rcgatec1 or oriented in the
presence of this lipid at an interrace o

The occurrence of sulfolipid

in conjunction ld th chlorcphyll appearance and disap[H3aranCe (Shibuya
a,l1d Hase, 1965) and fluorescence polarization changes (Coedhcer and

Smiths 1959) measured. ir~ greening experi1:~ellts also suggests that this
lipid may be involved in pigment aggregation in vivo
-e
,.'

'A more sophisticated monolayer fluorometer p \.;i th provision for

measurement of surface viscosity nndpotential as v-lell as £luo'rescence
pOlal"ization

spcctra~

\"Joul(l allow a search for evidence of such specific

molecular arrang0Jl'lCnts in films.

Abnlpt changes in the dependence of

surface viscosity or surface potential on pigment'concentration Hould
indicate phase changes occurring in the film, which may be caused by
stoichiometric complex fomatlon.

Changes in the state of chlorophyll

aggregation WOll1dbe reffectcd in spectral changes.

Infonnation gained

from these experiments would clarify the molecular description of the
. nodels.

We could then be more precise in comparing the behavior of the

models with that of the photosynthetic apparatus.

In this investigation$ we have dealt with the simplest possible
two-dimensional ~ two-convonent model of the chloroplast lamella.

Jin

obvious extension of this problem to a more biological level \'Joulcl be
--------~--~~~~----~----

the inc1vsi6n of acccssol"'l pigr:€nts and other lipids in the monolayers o

)

HO'vover ~ interpretation of spectroscopic studies v!ou:=,d then be feasible

only if monochromators "Jere built into the apparatus,
of chloroplast lamellar prqtein become well

unc.lersto:)d~

When the properties
making it a

.. 118 ..

tractable chemical substance, the properties of models containing this
."'.,

material should be studied.

We

do

nct yet have any c.Jircct evidence

that lamellar lipids and pigments \dll form a surface layer on chloro-

•

p1a.st p:rotei~.

l\n.ornalous behavior of 1'":onolayers containin.£· all three

conponcnts ,,,ould provide this information.

Finally s variations in t.he

ionic strength and compcsition of the subphase may induce changes in

rr,onolaycr properties which could be related to biological Ir,cil:;br3.ltc
activity.

Ir.. futurc ll we hope that stuclios such as these ,dll be com-

plem'.Jnted by those involving liquid-liquid interface and bilayer tech-

niques.
. Finally ~ we. note that

B

monolayer fluorometer capable of measuring

polariz3.tian srectra may. he a useful analytiCal tool for studying interaactions in any system:--e.g., energy transfcr c.1!i1ong dye moieties bound
to large surface active molecules--i'.!here the description of the model
is sil:'!plified in

<:.

ti'iO

dimensions ..
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